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FOREWORD 

Recently, the term "thatch" has come to be used in a restricted sense which belies the wide diversity of natural 
materials that have in the past provided indigenous roof coverings for Scotland. This lack of vernacular 
sensitivity has been exacerbated by the use of alien materials and imported constn~ction techniques. Such a 
combination of factors has led to considerable loss of local character and traditional building forms. 

This is not a new phenomenon: it is, rather, the continuation of a process which started at the beginning of 
the last century when "alternative" roofing materials such as slate and tile became more readily and 
economically available. Consequently, many roof forms changed in appearance and now it is only with careful 
examination and interpretation of the remaining built evidence that these changes can be traced. Surviving 
examples of Scottish thatch have, therefore, a significant place in Scotland's inventory of llistoric buildings and 
should be cherished accordingly. 

As part of an occasional series on practical and technical issues which arise in the care and conservation of 
Scottish historic buildings and monuments, this Technical Advice Note sets out to present sound guidance on 
the topic and is intended for use by all those likely to encounter this aspect of Scottish traditional building 
where information is scant. Rooted in Dr ivalker's academic research the Note develops the authors' analysis 
and interpretation of a considerable number of Historic Scotland grant-aided thatching projects around the 
country. It offers, therefore, a unique insight into the variety of historic Scottish thatches and thatching 
techniques. 

Through promoting a greater understanding of the various materials which have been used - and how they 
were used - owners, practitioners, planners, decision makers, education training providers and others can 
benefit from the guidance. Through this shared insight, it is hoped that one of Scotland's richest and most 
varied vernacular techniques can be more widely appreciated. 

Director, Technical Conservation Research and Education Division, 
Historic Scotland 
December 1995, Edinburgh 
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Thatch is often perceivecl as a standardised 
material. This perception spreads far beyond 
the general public being found amongst 
architects, builders, conservation officers, 
surveyors and others connected with the 
building industry as well as archaeologists, 
historians and others concerned with the 
interpretation of the past. It is hoped that this 
document will change this perception. 

This Advice Note is addressed to four distinct groups 
of readers: tl~ose wlro own or occupy thatched 
properties; those involved in tlie maintenance, repair 
and renewal of that cl^; tliose wvlio grow, prepare or 
supply thatching materials; and those concerned \lit11 
historical accuracy, regional distril~ution patterns, 
archaeological, historical and conservation issues. 

It is essential that tlie members of eacli group 
understand the problems and constraints under 
which each of tlie other groups is operating. Each 
group \\ill 11ave its o\trn priorities and these \\ill 
change as the groups change. One groups priorities 
Inay be at odds with one or more of the other groups 
priorities and there may even be disputes \\ithin 

a ion set individual groups. It is hopetl that tlie inform* t 
out in tliis publication will assist in balanced 
communication behveen groups througli a better 
r~nderstanding of their interests and motives. 

Unfortunately, rnucl~ of tlre basic research required 
to esta1)lish l~istoricul change, distribution patterns 
related to geograpl~ic situation, climatic conditions 
and local econo~nic and social factors has still to be 
completed. At the same time the stock of 
traditionally thatchet1 builtlings is declining. A policy 
is required that \\ill protect the existing stock of 
t l~atcl~ed b~~iltlings wvliilst tlle information is being 
collectetl at the same time alloning maintenance and 
renenlal. T l ~ e  Advice Note does not provide a 
collection of patterns, each to be applied in a given 
situation but a series of topics that sliould be 
addressed in arriving at a decision regarding each 
thatch that is being consitlered. \i7here tlratches are a 
filmily or community responsibility and tlre materials 
are taken from a tradition:~l source using traditional 
metliotls, there may be little need for guitlance. 
Ho\vever, \vl~ere tlrere are breaks in tradition, it is 
hoped that si~fficient guitlance is given within the 
Advice Note to allow an acceptable solution to be 
reached. 

At present the thatchers are the dominant group 
having technical expertise derived from previous 
experience. Unfortunately mucl1 of this experience 
stems from ouhvitli the areas in whicli they are 
thatching. They may therefore find it complicated, 
unnecessary or even stupid to produce nrl~at tliey 
consider to be a "bad" roof to comply \\it11 local 

traditions. They Inay also find it i~npracticable to try 
to replicate the necessary additional materials such as 
ropes, weiglrts, fixings or unortl~odo?; methods of 
restraint. IIere it is up to the otlier groups to 
persuade tlie thatcher of the desirability of 
continuing tlie original traditions whilst at the same 
time providing practical assistance in obtaining tlie 
correct specification and properly prepared 
materials. Suppliers of ~naterials, both for tliatclling 
and for the sub-strata or restraints must also be given 
assistance by ensnring that areas are set aside where 
they can h~~sbancl the materials in the traditional 
mays and by ensuring tliat present day changes do not 
affect traditional sources of natural material. 

Communication and co-operation will be the key- 
worcls to a successful effort to protect and conserne 
our lristoric tllatclres. 

I .O I Historic Background 

Thatclling is one of the most ancient of building skills 
but over t l ~ e  last 150 years it 113s been declining and 
changing. \17e are aware that thatch has been uset1 
since preliistoric times. Undoubtedly thatclling was 
originally a finnily or co~n~nunity activity, skills being 
passed from generation to generation. Tl~rougli 
muclr of t l ~ e  period of lruman occupation al~nost the 
entire \vorld popnlation was involved in some way in 
the execution and maintenance of thatch. II'it11 
localised practice there was little reason to record or 
clescril~e tlie techniques usecl. This makes detailed 
investigation of its development virtually impossible. 
The normal recourse to archaeological evidence is 
difficult as even on the best preserved sites t l ~ e  
thatching material is likely to have decomposed or 
blown away before the site l~ecarne covered and 
preserved. Although little or no ehitlence of thatch 
sunives on arcliaeological sites trunc,ited by tillage, 
most visible sites, sucli as those that are re-usecl ant1 
disturbed or those tliat are abantloned and are 
deca~yed in situ, presenJe evidence of roofing material 
in t l ~ e  form of ~nicrofossils. Tlie microfossils form a 
signature in the sediment which can be found if 
so~~gli t .  On waterlogged sites thatching material Inay 
actually survive. The problem wit11 this evidence is 
tlie interpretation. Tlie archaeologist may be able to 
recognise the material used for tliatcliing but not 
llow it was used. Even if fixing devices are located 
none are exclusively thatch related. 

The earliest documentary records in Scotland, in 
which thatcli is specifically mentioned, tend to 11e 
Burgh bye-laws banning or regulating its use. Tliese 
te~ltl to date from the seventeenth century onw\.arcls 
altlio~~gli earlier, but less specific, rigl~ts to cnt turf for 
tlie 1)uilding and repair of houses are knonm. 
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Highland steoding, 
Kinlochewe. Ross- 
shire showing at least 
four different types of 
thatch. (after GWW 
photograph F0748.) 

The Village of 
ledburgh, 1800, 
Thornas Girtin 

) Notional Galle 
of Scotland 
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iV11at wwre do have is thatch presen-etl, in its entirety 
under sheet metal and the undisturbed sub-strata of 
top dressed thatch t).pes, that may liave sunived for 
generations. These tl~atcl~es are inw~aluable as the 
information they can prowicle stretches far beyond 
simple building techniques. They can preserve early 
strains of cereal crops, provide inforlnation on 
agricultural practices, on variation or failure of 
certain crops, and on the types of \\reeds encounteretl 
in pre-improvement farming. They also prowide a 
unique environment for certain tj-pes of insect. 

It is therefore extremely important that all 
thatches in this category arc given maximum 
protection and that any disturbance is delayed 
until adequate investigative techniques are 
developed and implemented. 

1.02 A Family Activity 

Traditionally, thatcliing appears to have been a family 
or community activity This situation possibly derives 
from the nature of many of the simpler forms of 
thatch which often tlepentled on the tliatching of a 
roof being completed within a single ww~orking day. 

Thatching by tlie family is still, or was until recently, 
the situation on many of the islands off tlie \vest coast 
of Scotland. On Jura, elderly thatchers tell of family 
rivalries to obtain the best thatcliing materials. On 
Lewvis, where tlie straw for the thatch came from the 
indiwidual croft, each crofter ft)rmetl liaisons \with 
other crofters within the township for mutual 
assistance in the thatching of their buildings. 

It seems reasonable to assume that thatching 
remained a family or community activity as long as 
simple thatching techniques were the norm. 

1.03 A Craft Activity 

New thatching techniques tleveloped in those areas 
where buildings began to be too large for the simple 
laid-on thatching techniques. Fixings were 
introduced that held the tllatcll in place as it was 
introduced to the roof. This allowed the roof to Le 
thatched over a period of time w\ithout undue danger 
of losing tlie material if the weather cliangetl. Tliis 
would be a gradual process cnlminating in some 
extremely large and sophisticatetl roofs in many parts 
of the wvorld. In Scotland, larger roofs \\.ere adopted 
along the eastern seaboard and in tlie Central 
Lowlands. 

Mechanically fixed thatches, as described above, 
demanded specific skills. As these skills developctl, 
thatching mow7ed from being an annual community or 
family effort, into the realms of a craft skill. 
Thatchers were then able to support their families 
largely from the income generated from their craft, 
supplemented probably by a smaller scale 

agricultural involw,ement in the same \\,ay as millers, 
wriglits, masons and others organised their affairs. 
Each master thatcher probably sewed only his own 
community or even part of the community, passing 
tlie skills from father to son. 

1.04 Craft Skills in Itinerant 
Workforces 

Farnily or community thatchers often came from 
areas wvliere it was necessary for some of tlie fmnily to 
leave tlie homeland for a period of time each year to 
supplement the family income. The Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland and tlie western countries of 
Ireland were the main sources of these itinerant 
workforces. These itinerant workers would be well 
versed in the simpler forms of thatching making 
them doubly 11sefu1 to the rich fanners of the 
Lowland Counties of Scotland, who wwlould not only 
employ them to assist with general harvest work but 
could use them to tllatch the hay and cereal stacks 
and form clamps for the storage of root crops. These 
activities involved the smne tllatcl~ing skills as they 
practised in their home community and tlie 
interchange of itleas may Iiawre been beneficial to 
botll communities. Once an understanding was 
established it is possible that the itinerant labour 
force may liave been employed in other thatching 
wwlork around the farm, either before or after the 
harvest, providing a furtller incentive to their being 
tliere at the correct time for the harvest work. 

1.05 Craft Business 

The natural dew,elopment for any craft activity that 
generates a regular demand for its services, is to set 
up a craft l~usiness. This occurred in tliatching at a 
mucl1 later date than with other trades and crafts for 
the reasons given above. Eventually thatching 
1)usinesses were established often sening; small 
burghs, where the Dean of Guild liad not introtluced 
anti-thatch legislation; tlie new planned villages; or a 
district containing a number of small communities. 
These businesses were often family concerns 
probal~ly resulting from a prominent thatcher having 
a number of sons and extending the area of 
operations to provide work for all of them. Certainly 
t l ~ e  late st~nivals of this type of business in Scotland 
all appear to have produced successive generations of 
thatchers. The last surviving example wvas the Brough 
filmily from Auchtermuchty in Fife w\~l~icli died out as 
tliatcliers in 1968. 

The Brough family appears to have liad a wider 
sphere of influence than was traditional, possibly as a 
result of a demand caused by a shortage of thatchers 
as the craft died out in the first half of this century. 

Jock Brougli, wvas based in Anchtermucl~t): Fife, his 
father in Newburgh, Fife and his grandfather in 
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Abernethy, Perthsliire. These locations are close 
together but Jock Brougli is recorded as working wvitli 
his father on roofs at Fortingall, Perthsliire during 
the First \Vorld \iTar. He had regular work on the 
Glamis Estate, Angus: in the Carse of Gowrie, 
Perthsliire; and round Aberfeldy, Perthsliire in 
addition to his home based work in North Fife. 
To\vards tlie end of liis career lie wvas travelling even 
further to roofs at Swanston on tlie outskirts of 
Edinburgli and in 1957 he tliatchetl Bum's Cottage, 
Alloway: the Tum o'Slianter Inn, Ay; and Soutar 
Jolinny's Cottage, Kirkonrald, Ayrsllire. These were 
reet] thatches, alien to these areas, but at that time 
part of tlie natural progression as tllatcl~es changed 
for economic reasons. 

The Bronghs, like other tllatching families had 
alternative work for the quiet periods. This was not 
"on the land" as wns traditional amongst thatchers 
but as salmon fishers at one of the fishing stations on 
the Rivers Tay or Earn. 

by hooks made by wrapping fence wire round the 
weight and forming a liook wvitli the end of the wvire 
where it is tied off. 

1.08 A Fashionable Element 

As thatch began to lose ground as a functional roof 
covering a number of revivals were instigated. Late 
eighteenth century Classical architects sncli as 
Robert Adam, designed romantic lodge houses using 
tliatclied roofs to cover inappropriate plan forms. 
Decorative thatch wvas also used for bowvers, suinrner 
houses and follies at that period. 

Tlie cottage orn6 was another type of builtling 
designed in a romantic idiom including elaborate 
dormers and highly decorative finishing details. 

The Arts and Crafts Movement brought allout a 
lesser revival in tlie use of thatch and a si~nilar 
movement in Europe in the last thirty years has 
resulted in some particularly large thatched willas in 

A second Brough family of thatchers wvas based at the vicinity of ~ r i s s e l s  as tlie homes of a new breed 
Longforgan, Perthsliire in tlie Carse of Gowrie but of Eurocrats. This is to a certain extent reflected in 
these Broughs wvere rivals. the Highlands and Islands with a msh of - 

inappropriately tllatcl~ed folk museums, 
Other thatching farnilies Ilave come to the fore since 

reconstructed blackliouses and thatched wvl~itehouses 
1968 bnt these are either incomers or are f:lmilies mainly using tile tllatcll as a finisll riltl,er 
that carried out various jobs sucli as ditching, 

than as a functional roof covering. 
draining, fencing, cyking as \\ell as thatching rather 
than from farnilies of specialist thatchers. 

1.09 Conservation of Traditional 
1.06 Craft Organisations Thatching Techniques 

The setting up of craft llusinesses ine\itably leads to Scotland has one of the widest ranges of suniwing 

the forming of ,-raft guilds or trade organisations. traditional thatching techniques in Europe. This has 
Craft or trade organisations instipte tile been reducing steadily since late last century to a 
standardisation of the craft. situation where many are down to a single known 

example. 

1.07 Changing Techniques 

A study of old photographs and drawings of tliatclied 
roofs sho~vs that, over the last 100 years, tlie external 
appeariince of thatch has cllanged several times in 
those areas where the simple laying-on tecllniques 
are still in use. 

The changes reflect the aw,nilability of new 
inexpensive materials tliat simplify the tliatching 
process. S t r w  ant1 heatlier ropes took a long time to 
prepare, were bulky and tlifficnlt to handle and 
susceptible to frost damage. The use of second-hand 
herring nets, trawl nets and ropes reduced the 
preparation time. Coir began to be imported and was 
cheap, and ~nucli easier to use particularly in 
threading it tlirougli the main ropes to form a type of 
net. Chicken-wire netting \was also inexpensive and 
re-usable and could be weiglited with stones or waste 
metal such as straightened cart tyres, rubbing strakes 
off sl~ipwrecks, and other metal objects. These could 
be attached to the netting by rope or twine or latterly 

The wide range of traditional tl~atclies can be 
attributed to a number of factors. Thatching within 
the burghs was often banned at an early date to 
reduce tlie risk of fire. In niral areas, thatching 
continued as a communal activity or was carried out 
by an intinerant wvorkforce before or after harvesting 
activities. These factors reduced the apportnnities to 
set np craft businesses wliicli in turn negatecl tlie 
need for craft guilds and subsequent standardisation. 

Ilistoric Scotland's interest is in arresting this decline 
by providing support for those owners and thatchers 
still maintaining traditional thatched roofs. There is 
also an interest in experimental thatches based on 
traditional descriptions or in surviving tliatclies found 
under later sheet materials. These sunivals nil1 assist 
filture generations to appreciate tlie ingenuity and 
diversity of our forebears' lifestyle. 
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2 
ADVANTAGES 

2.0 1 Use of Locally Available Discarded ropes and fishing nets of various types 

Materials were no use to the fishermen but helpful to the 
thatcher. Windows from wrecked trawlers were used 

A range of cereal straws and wild grasses are used, as rooflights and one house in South Uist has a thick 
including wheat, oats, barley, bere, rye, bent nylon hawser round the lower edge of the roof to 
(marram) and couchgrass. Other materials used weigh down the wire netting over the thatch. 
include flax, water reed, rushes, sedge, iris, heather, 

Second-hand bricks are used to weight the thatch in 
juniper, broom, dock and bracken as well as turf, and 

South Uist and Tiree. Straightened cartwheel tires 
occasionally a coating of clay is used as a form of fire 

are used as weights in Jura. Rubbing strakes off 
protection. The different materials are applied using 

wrecked trawlers perform a similar function in 
a wide range of methods, each producing individual 
characteristics on the finished roof or within the roof 

Caithness. Pieces of discarded agricultural 
machinery are commonly used in all parts of 

space. 
Scotland. 

One material that is available in great quantity, but 
does not appear to have been used in the recent past 2.04 self sufficiency 
in Scotland, is seaweed. Temporary holding-lashings 
using seaweed ropes have been recorded on crucks at Communal thatching and maintenance cut the 
11 Melvaig, Gairloch, Ross-shire. Whole roofs of overheads of the crofter. This was of particular use to 
seaweed thatch, as found on the Island of Laeso, those who may have had little in the way of cash 
Denmark, and in Sweden do not survive in Scotland crops. 
but the method of application is reflected in the 
thatch used for Lewis blackhouses and Lowland root 2-05 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~  insulation 
crop clamps. One reason for this may be that kelp 
was more valuable for burning to produce potash and A thatched roof, particularly the low rounded types 
soda or for use as a fertiliser, than as a roofing used in the Western and ~ o r t h e r n  ~sles,  ~roduces  

material. extremely quiet living conditions in stormy weather. 
There is no impact noise, even in the heaviest rain, 
making the house a quiet haven in areas where gale 2*02 Of Agricultural and Low- force winds are commonplace during nine months 

Cost Equipment each year. 

The simple forms of thatching can be carried out The weight and thickness of the thatch also reduces 
using tools normally found on a croft. The flaughter airborne sound, making communication almost 
spade (breast plough) can be used to cut turf for the impossible between those working on the exterior 
under thatch as can a normal delving spade. A and interior simultaneously. \Vhen consultation of 
standard heuk (hook or  sickle) will cut the materials this kind is required it is easier to communicate via a 
when they are not part of the crop. Hay forks help in third person positioned at the door who can hear and 
handling the thatch and in applying the net. A short be heard by those inside and outside the house. 
ladder to reach from the wallhead to the ridge is the 
only specialist tool required, but even this has other 
uses. 

2.06 Thermal Insulation 

Thatch is generally considered, by persons living 
On specialist roofs the same conditions prevail. The 

under it, to provide a well insulated roof, warm in the 
ladder is the most expensive single tool. Leggats are 

winter and cool in summer. 
normally made up by the thatcher, needles are made 
by the local blacksmith and the other tools tend to be Theoretical calculated thermal transmission does not 
agricultural. Snips for wire netting and fence wire reflect the perceptions of the occupants as the 
also have agricultural uses. insulation value is considered minimal since air can 

pass through the material. This air movement occurs 

2-03 use of second ~~~d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ l ~  slowly and as air is an insulator there is reason to 
question the published insulation values. The 

The Western Isles have a long tradition of using Scottish practice of having a turf sub stratum also 
driftwood for the construction of roofs, doors, reduces the amount of air movement through the 
windows, trevises and furniture. Beaches were thatch. New ways of calculating the thermal 
regularly scoured for driftwood and as other transmission are being considered by the Building 
materials began to come ashore it was a small step to Research Establishment and reports should be 
using these found materials for the thatching. watched for changes in the near future. 
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2.07 Accommodates Irregular broom, heather, and jurliper all regrow!. in a more 

Roof Structure usable form. Reetls and marraln actually l~ecorne 
more dense and spread when regularly 1ian.ested. 

Thatch is a very tolerant material capable of covering Unfortunately materials that were formerly 
a multitude of irregl~larities. This ability redrlces tlie 

protected by the crofters as thatcliing materials are 
cost of the stn~cture as the roof can be ~natle 11p using 

now being used to over-winter cattle \wit11 disastrous 
natural timbers wvithout the need for accurate 

results for the environment as sand dunes begin to 
dressing. Similarly, the roof co11ld l)e ~natle up \with 

nlove due to marram roots being pulled up by 
different tllicknesses of driftwood ant1 lapped joints 

grazing cattle. 
can project beyond the line of tlie structure w~itliout 
affecting the line or perforlnance of the tlintcli. The 
same holds good for materials sucll as wwrl~aIebone. 2.09 Re-cycleable 

The sweetening of line ac1liew~al)le nit11 thatcll wvas Thatch is a re-cycleable material. Oltl thatch makes 
used to advantage by the designers of the cottage an excellent fertiliser particularly if the thatcli is soot- 

Camserney Farm, 
Dull, Perthshire 

showing irregularity of 
plan and roof 

structure. 
RCAHMS.PTDIIS4II 

orn6 to produce a romantic image. \\'hen the tliatch laden. Clean thatch can be added to the midden or 
is removed from such a l)~iilding all the subtlety of compost Iieap. 
the design disappears leaving a roof design that often 
looks stilted and anA--tard. 

2.08 Sustainable Resources 

Thatch is a sustainable resource capable, in theory of 
being rene\wled repeatedly \\ithor~t tla~nage to the 
environment. 

The standard of most natural thatcliing materials is 
improved by regular l~anwting.  Reetls, niarram, 
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3 
DISADVANTAGES 

3.01 FireHazard thatched buildings found in the Western Isles it is 
important to keep the building heated and ventilated 

Thatch has little resistance fire a 'park to prevent saturation of the thatch. Buildings that are 
On the surface where there is a not heated require additional ventilation and many 

draught' to fan the 'park into 'lme. Once a fire is roofs have been destroyed by failure to observe these 
established it is likely to spread by flash flame across simple 
the dry surface. 

The blackhouse at 42 Amol, Lewis is a chimneyless 
Traditional solutions tended to be based on the use of byre dwelling and part of Historic Scotland.s 

burnt smoke to Put Out 'parks. This was done in commitment to looking after the buildng is to ensure 
two principal The first was to a that the fire is lit six days a week. If the fire has to be 

even a smokehole. The put out for any length of time fungal grow*hs can be 
roof space had to be large enough to contain the dead observed in those parts of the thatch not 
smoke it slowl~ through the thatch Or impregnated w~ith soot. This illustrates the delicate 

at the doonva~. The second was to constmct balance that exists in these structures bebveen use 
a large slowv-draught based On the principle and maintenance. Thatclled houses in the Uists that 
that even the chimney was made from have been abandoned and sealed up in recent years 
flalnmable 'low draught have usually lost the roof over the kitchen end of the 
extinguish any sparks. house within nine months of the abandonment; but 

A method of fireproofing was advocated in the the remaining roof, then well ventilated, will often 

Mechanics Magazine Vol XXXVI page 106 and last for years. The reason why the kitchen end 

repeated by John Claudius Loudon in 1842. consistently fails first is not fully understood and 
requires further investigation. 

"Thatch may be rendered comparatively 
incombustible by soaking it in lime-wash, made of 
lime, or whitewash, and size, in the usual way, to 3*03 Damage Birds 
eveV four gallons of has been added One Thatch that is secured internally is often subjected to 
pound of rather more of alum." damage by birds withdrawing loose strawv for use as 

goes on to e?tplain that the lime and size form a nesting materials. Birds can also cause damage when 

film over the surface of each straw and that this film searching for food. Damage this we 
is non soluble in water. ~h~~~ is no record ofthe long indicates that there are ears of unthrashed corn or 

term performance of this material. small insects hidden in the straw. The problem is 
usually caused by incompletely threshed straw which 
has become more common since the introduction of 

3.02 Susceptible to Prolonged the combine harvester. The use of incompletely 
Damp Conditions threshed straw is not desirable and is not simply a 

conservation issue. Holes made in the surface of the 
Most thatchers md publications On thatch thatch by the above action are often colonised by 
against the adverse effects of moss on a thatched roof small birds as nesting A wire netting cover can 
and recommend its regular removal. assist in preventing this type of damage but this can 

Loudon describes thatched roofs where the thatch cause problems by preventing the straightfonvard 
was held in place by the use of a layer of turf instead removal of moss. 

of sewulng The ridges and hips are 'lso made up with Persistent attacks by birds can de-stabilise the thatch 
turf. He goes on to say: and render it susceptible to wvind damage. 

"We have knowvn many roofs of this kind in Scotland 
which have lasted the length of a farmer lease 3-04 Vulnerable to Vermin 
(nineteen to twenty-one years) without any repairs: 
the surface of the thatch becoming covered with Rodents can cause considerable damage to thatch 

growing moss excludes air and moisture and prevents should they be Present in the house. 

decomposition". Often the damage occurs immediately after re- 

Generally this would be considered as erroneous thatching due to a mouse, rat or squirrel being 

advice since it would encourage the saturation of the trapped in a bundle of thatching material. Damage 

roof. can also be caused by rodents searching out 
incompletely threshed cereals. 

Thatches on lower  itched roofs tend to become 
saturated in prolonged wet weather. In the type of 
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3.05 Vulnerable to Wind Damage 

High wvinds and gales can tlarnage tliatcli that is badly 
detailed, inadequately fixed, or has been previously 
darnaged by birds or vermin. 

3.06 Maintenance Commitment 

All thatches require regular maintenance. The 
maintenance cycle \raries according to the thatch 
qpe ,  tlie roof pitcli, the degree of sliade or exposure 
and the materials used. It is important that owners 
are fully informed of the maintenance cycle 
appropriate to tlie tliatcli t~.pe used on their property, 
particularly if they liave recently occupied the 
property and have no previous experience of 
tliatclied roofs or if they have moved to an area 
where a different type of thatched roof is prevalent. 

3.07 Specific Requirement for 
Ventilation 

Thatch, particularly tliat over a low to medium pitch, 
as found in the Iligl~lands and Islands of Scotland, 
does require a considerable amount of ventilation. If 
this is not forthcoming, the thatch will become 
saturated in prolonged rainstorms and the damp 
inner surfaces are likely to rot and cause structural 
failure in the roof timbers. 

Lo\v pitches are used to reduce the risk of wind 
damage in those parts of the country where 
hurricane force \vinds are not uncommon. 

Traditionally Iiouse doors, in these regions, were only 
closed at night or  during exceptionally stormy 
weather and the fire \\.as kept burning, in tlie kitchen, 
almost continuously. Barns and byres are usually well 
ventilated and therefore cause little problem. 

Any thatched house used as a holiday retreat, should 
have an inbuilt ventilation system that does not 
jeopardise tlie necessary security. 

I 3.08 Insurance 

Many insurance companies refuse household cover 
for thatched roofed properties, but some companies 
specialising in this type of property do exist. 
Intending owners should ensure that they are able to 
obtain the necessary cover before finalising tlie 
purcliase of a property They should also be frilly 
aware of any special requirements the insurance 
company may have, and if alterations are required, 
ensure tliat they lime tlie necessary Local Authority 
and Listed Building consents. 
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4 
CURRENT SITUATION 

4.0 I Surviving Traditional traditional thatch preserved in storage at the 

Thatches Higlilantf Folk Museum, Kingussie. These are 
awvaiting the construction of a building tecliniques 

In most regions of Scotland traditional thatches have gallery before being put on display. These sections of 
almost ceased to exist. The largest surviving group of thatch were cut in as large a single piece as could be 
these thatches is in the Uists including Benbecula transported from their original site to tlie museum 
and Berneray, Harris. Skye and Tiree have significant and lime been stored without interference. 
numbers related to tlie overall populations. Orkney 

The museum sections and those traditional tliatches 
and Shetland still Iiawre some traditional tliatches but 

still under sheet materials should at some time be 
these are now in danger of disappearing apart from 

arcliaeologically investigated once an appropriate 
those looked after by tlie respective museums 

tecl~nique lias been agreed. This process is already 
services. 

under consideration and should be available by mid 
Distribution over the rest of the country lias been 1996. 
reduced to isolated examples or small groups, often 

The scientific importance of undistr~rbed sub-strata 
in a poor state of repair or having been rethatched by 

of existing tliatclies under metal slieeting or top- 
over-zealous thatching entl~usiasts more interested in 

dressed thatch has been highlighted in articles in The 
promoting thatching as an ongoing process than in 

Times and Country Life in 1995. These were not 
traditional tecliniques. Many of these tliatches have 

considering thatch as a building construction 
been produced by immigrant thatchers from 

technique but as a source of information on early 
England using techniques taught tliere. This may 

farming techniques, types of cereal grown, types of 
be the way fonvard for modern thatched 

weed found in the crop, techniqlies of growing a 
buildings but they should not be substituted for 

mixed cereal crop as insurance against crop failure 
traditional thntches without appropriate 

and other data. 
consents. 

View from south 
Jolin Letts, n botanist investigating the lower strata of 

west before various English straw thatches has reached the 
recent aherotions conclusion that lir~ge changes in cereal crops began 

to occur after the lS30s and that before that there 
wvere very diverse wrarieties of crops grown. These 
diverse crops were well adapted to local conditions 
and wvere very reliable, tllougli they did not alwvays 
produce high yields. 

*.-- ... ~ ~ ..-- - -  
". . . ... 

_,.R-- - - 
Given the time lapse behveen innovation in the 

...- . - 
*,-S r r v n  r c , , , .  b..< i r t c , r  ,aL.#,, i l . c r . t l l n r  

Lothians and the Hebrides, John Lett's date of 
change of "1830s onwvards" might become "1880s 
onwards" in the \Tiestern Highlands and Hebrides, 

The largest number of suniving traditional tliatches making many of the thatches tliere a potential source 
are those preserved under corrugated iron or other of pre-improvement agricultural information. 
sheet material. Care must be taken in this respect as Positively identified traditional thatches should 
some buildings were "tliatclied" purely for insulation 

now be subjected to stringent control to avoid 
prior to tlie slleeting being applied. These are easy to 

yet more examples disappearing without 
recognise as there is no surface wear on the tliatcliing 

adequate recording. Similarly, a programme of 
materials. 

taped interviews or video recordings should be made 
There are also a small number of sections of of traditional tliatcliers who have now given up the 

craft, principally to establish the range of variations 
View from south that existed from township to township, area to area, 

west after partial 
demolition and region to region. 

4.02 Decline of Traditional Skills 

Traditional skills continue to decline as thatched 
buildings are abandoned or re-roofed with 

* .  - - -  . .- --. alternative coverings. The decline could be 
.< . - p- 

. .- T I C .  cr">, S,,,,,\ w e , ,  a * r c r  P % , t , . . l  3cm",Lc,dr, 
arrested by using the inteniews recommended 
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in item 4.01 as a base for the teaclling of \Vhen straw is grown specifically for tl~atching it 
regional thatching techniques in tccl~nical should be llarvestetl \vhilst still slightly green. 
colleges offering Scotvec certificates in regional Altlloud~ cut green, the straw must be thoror~gllly 
craft skills. dried after harvesting as stralv \\it11 pit11 in the centre 

does not perform as well as liollo\~~ straw. 
It is important that the district and regional 
aspects be stressed; othenvise, any new courses Tl~atching straw that requires to be pulled rather 
could accelerate the clecline rather than arrest than cut must be gronn in light sandy soil as the soil 

it. must be easily knocked off the roots. This material 
also requires to be well dried before use. 

4.03 Continuing Decline of 
4.04b Reeds, Sedges 

Traditional Thatches 
Reeds and sedges are also subject to nitrate pollution 

The formation of craft gnilds alnongqt thatcllers in in tile form of surface \vater drainage from tile 
Scotland did not reach the levels acliie\td in fields cliscllarging into tile reetl beds. Many 
England. This Inay e~plain the sunival of sucl~ a nide traditional reed beds llaLre been destroyed by this 
range of thatches in Scotland. IIowever, t l ~ e  recent process and (]tllers are sllowing signs of 

a\railability of l~ooks on Englisl~ tl~atclling practice deterioration. ~ l ~ ~ t ~ l , ~ ~ ~  sllould be particularly 
concentrating on reed, \\?heat reed and long straw is \\,llen purcllasing reeds and sllould condeInn 
hawing an adverse affect 011 Scottisll traditional bunClles of weak reeds. Polluted reeds tend 
tliatches in some parts of the country. The concept to l,, p,pev \llereas llealtlly reeds are cane-like. 
that these imported tl~atcl~es \\ill last much longer is hiany of the best available at present are from 
encouraging change even although there is no proof tile former ~~~t~~~ ~l~~ countries the use of 
that the claims \\ill be fulfilled in the weather clle,nical fertilisers llas been minimal, but this 
conditions fount1 in these districts. Some imported sit,lation is likely to cllange as their economies 
thatches have failed in less than five years 
fulfilling predictions made in some English 
thatching public a t' lons. 4 . 0 4 ~  Other Materials 

\'irtually all the natural materials employed in 4.04 Decline in Availability of thatching can be ~ n a d e  more suitable for that 
Materials purpose by regular han,esting in prescribed \\rays. 

IIeather \was encouraged to grow tall rather than 
4.040 Straw short and busily. Regular trimming of broom to 

obtain suitable fronds encouraged fresh gro\\.th that 
Cereal straw has cl~angetl character since the 1950s. 

made ideal tliatcli. Cutting of lnarram grass 
Clianges in harvesting tecllniques are causing encouraged the root system to develop and thicken, 
damage to the straw and a reduction in demand for ant1 so on. Changes in practice sucll as the controlled 
straw has encouraged the growing of shorter burning of heather on grouse moors, allowing broom 
stemmed cereals. Alt11011gll the mechanical damage to nclt nrL, k,nd tile over ,rintenng of cattle on 
to the straw is a problem, the greatest difference h:ls the marram grass results in a shortage of these 
come from 'l1' incre'se'l use of nitrate "'s" natllral in areas wllere tllese plants 
chemical fertilisers. The high nitrate content makes appear to l)e the dominant species. Consideration 
the straw extremely brittle and therefore liable to 

sliould be given to setting aside areas for the 
d a ~ n a g  by \w<nd rillration. \Vl~en straur is being prodllr.tion of th;aclling materials for tllose 
chosen for thatching several stran S s lou 

cl Id 'le trarlitional tllstclles still being maintained. 
worked back and fonvartls between the fingers. Iligh 
nitrate content stra\lrs will break readily wllilst 
organically grown straw \\ill be tough and resistent. 4-05 Concept of Thatch as a Single 

The production of organically gronm straw is Material 
becoming i~~creasingly difficult as agricultural land ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  is often perceivecl as a standardised 
becomes more and more polluted \with free nitrogen. g1is perception far beyon(! the 
Areas of set-aside could take hveny-five years or being found alnongst arcllitects, buil(lers, 
more to return to normal nitrogen levels even consen,atiol, officers, surveyors and 
assuming that: there is no furtl~er pollution caused by connected tile building industry as as 
wind-l~lonn fertilizer from adjoining or nearby fields; arc.laeologists, l,istorians and concerned \{itll 
the underground drainage system is not continuing tile interpretation of the past. 
to introduce nitrogen-ricli \\.as11 from other 
properties; and tllat acitl rain and The practice of those compiling the statuory lists of 

pollutants are not present. Historic Buildings would formerly be to state simply 
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that a building was thatched without making any 
effort to differentiate between the various types. This 
made it difficult to assess the impact of a change in 
thatching technique until any rethatching work was 
completed. Thatchers working from England and 
producing a thatch that was considered acceptable in 
one region of Scotland found themselves being 
criticised when they repeated this thatch in another 
area or region. It was also difficult for Conservation 
Officers changing areas or architects working in a 
number of regions to find the appropriate solution 
that would not offend locals who remembered or 
knew local practice. 

A more descriptive approach to listing 
combined with other more specific forms of 
recording will do much to improve the situation 
and assist officials in arriving at an appropriate 
decision. 

4.06 Import of Craft Skills 

Traditionally Scottish and English professional 
thatchers served an apprenticeship in the area where 
they were to carry on their craft. New training 
methods were introduced some years ago, resulting 
in a new group of thatchers wlio have no traditional 
base. Many of these thatchers are prepared to tender 
for work in any region of the United Kingdom and 
Ireland. Some are prepared to adapt to local 
materials and practices whilst others wish to work in 
the style and techniques of their training. Whilst 
there is no problem wvith this on new properties the 
problems outlined in item 4.05 can result in changes 
to listed buildings by replacing historically correct 
thatch wvith a modem alternative. This is not so 
crucial in the Lowland areas as it is in the Highlands 
and Islands since the Lowland thatches are often 
very similar in finished appearance to their English 
counterparts. The bigge~t problem in the Lowlands 
is to control the skews and ridge details and ensure 
that an appropriate type is adopted. In the Highlands 
and Islands the principles adopted in thatching are so 
different that the imported thatch looks, and often is, 
totally inappropriate. 

Even if a thatcher is found wlio is prepared to adapt 
to local materials and practices, there are some 
practical considerations that will make it difficult for 
him to carry out the ambitions in totality. He  has to 
be itinerant. Must follow each local tradition 
requiring a mastery of many different thatching 
techniques and has to produce or arrange for all the 
different types of thatching material such as ropes, 
mats, fixings and weights. 

Traditionally made thatches employ not one, but 
many different crafts. A substitute must be found for 
the farm-hands and family members who 
traditionally assisted the thatchers. It is therefore 
essential that conservation officers and other 
commissioning bodies ensure that the correct 
materials are available at the right time for the work 
to proceed. Thatchers would possibly find it 
stimulating to try different techniques and working 
methods if they get the necessary support and the 
right materials. 

4.07 New Materials 

The current resurgence of thatch as a roofing 
material in affluent countries such as south east 
England, USA, Belgium and the Netherlands has 
resulted in a rash of new sources for traditional 
materials and a range of completely new materials 
designed to overcome some of the traditional 
problems associated with thatched roofs. Some of 
these are desirable in terms of the performance but 
very few can be used without destroying the integrity 
of the traditional thatching methods. 

The problem of fire resistant dips has been discussed 
in item 3.1 particularly when applied to reed. Tlie 
use of aluminium foil as a fire barrier has both 
advantages and disadvantages: it does form a barrier 
to the fire but it also restricts or stops the natural 
ventilation that is so essential to thatch in a damp 
climate. Various geotextiles are being investigated to 
establish whether they could be used to provide fire 
resistance, reduce dust from the thatch, and provide 
the natural ventilation crucial to many of these thatch 
types. 

Similarly some thatchers have used "natural-plastic" 
reeds which have the appearance and colour of 
natural reeds but do not rot and are not susceptible 
to attack by birds, vermin, vegetation or fungus. Each 
case would have to be carefully considered and their 
use in relation to historic structures assessed on the 
grounds of performance related to traditional 
principles. Some change is inevitable in buildings 
used for domestic purposes but everything possible 
should be done to protect as much of the historic 
fabric as possible. Certainly, historic roof timbers 
should not be removed to obtain a regular surface to 
take thatching bats. The older elements of the 
structure, such as the irregular timbers, must be 
retained at all costs and any adjustment made should 
be in the more transient material, that is, the thatch. 

If all these responsibilities are left entirely to the 
thatcher he wvill be forced to standardise in some 
respects in order to establish a manageable working 
method. 
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5 
E-PISTQRIC SCOTLAND POLICY 

5.01 Listing vernacular and architect-designed. Buildings in 
the vernacular group fall into two categories: the 

The Secretary of State for Scotland is required to 
mainly Lowland types where the ridge is covered 

compile lists of buildings of special architectural or 
in a different material from the roof (this may be 

historic interest. The administration of both local and 
concrete, metal, timber, turf, straws or sedges), 

national conservation policies is based upon these 
and the mainly Highland types where the 

lists. At present a compreliensive resurvey of the 
tllatching materials are carried over the ridge in a 

liistoric building stock is under way. 
soft uninterrupted curve. Each category will 

All buildings erected before 1840, tlie character of include buildings where the thatch has been laid 
which remains substantially unaltered, are included. in an ordered manner in the line with the roof 
Later buildings are selected on the basis of their and those where the thatch has been 
individual character and quality, special regnrd being sprinkled on the roof haphazardly. Architect- 
paid, for example, to distinctive regional variations in designed thatched buildings include the cottage- 
the use of building materials such as thatch. style llouses of the later 18th and early 19th 
Buildings whicli merit inclusion on the lists are century Picturesque school and on the late 19th 
assigned to one of tliree categories, A, B or C(S), and early 20th century Arts and Crafts 
according to their relative importance. Outstanding Movement. The remaining buildings in both 
examples of any building type, including some, such groups are scarce and important. 
as tllatched houses or byres, wvllich may at first glance 
seem modest and unremarkable, can be placed in tlie The methods and materials used in the thatching 

lligllest category, AA. Those further varied greatly One 

information about listing ancl listing categories a"" to ""Ot"er. UPon availabi l iVy 

should consult Ilistoric Scotland booklet Scotland's sucll as straw rushes, murran 

Listed Buildingr - A Gt~if le to t l~cir Protection. grass (also known as bent or marram grass), reed, 
dock, iris and even potato shaws, were used, and 
were secured to the roof by thrusting, stobbing or 

5.02 Protection Policies stinging, stitching, pegging, cla~ing, roping or 

Tlie fict that a building is listed as being of special netting. Most vernacular thatches were 
architectural or historical interest does not mean that supported on a layer of divots which rested on the 
it must be presemed intact in all circumstances and roof structure: in some instances the divots 
in perpetuity. It does mean, however, that demolition themselves formed the "thatch. More than one 
\ i l l  be firmly resisted and that alterations to the material and technique may have been used in 
exterior and interior must, as far as practicable, one area: the roofs of the houses of those of 
preserve or restore the character for which the higher social standing tended to be better built 
building was listed. This is ensured by a statutory using higher quality materials. Often the whole 
process known as listed building control. If you wish, roof structure may be of significance, especially 
for exaniple, to alter the form of the roof or the roof where the trusses or framing members are of 
covering material (or the method of applying and pegged construction or of roughly dressed or 
fixing it) in a manner which the Planning Authority undressed timber, occasionally in the form of 
considers may affect the character of the building, "cruck couples. 
you \\ill need to obtain listed building consent before 
undertaking any \vork. Failure to obtain the Every effort should be made to retain and repair 

necessary consent is an offence. Further information traditional thatched roofs on vernacular 

about listed building consent is given in the booklet buildings. Financial assistance for such work may 

referred to above and in the Memorandum of be available through Historic Scotland's Thatched 
Houses Maintenance Scheme: further details Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation 

Areas, publislled by Historic Scotland in 1993. 
may be obtained from your local Conservation 
Officer. Problems may arise in obtaining suitable 

The ~emorandr lm sets out Government policy on craftspersons and materials, and in satisfying 
conservation and in their consideration of building and fire regulations, but these can often 
applications for listed building consent Planning be overcome: Your local Conservation Officer 
Authorities are expected to follow tlie guidance sllould be able to a d ~ s e  and assist. 
offered in the document. Appendix 1 of tlie 
blemornndum gi\,es detailed about specific Vernacular buildings which have been the subject 
matters. on tile subject of tllatcll it says tile follo,~ng of well-intentioned "restoration" have sometimes 

been rethatched using the wrong method or 
materials: wvliere this is the case, the thatch 

"Thatched are a should be corrected on the basis of thorough 
type. They divide into hvo distinct groups: research into its original form at the first 
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opportunity. Thatclled roofs of interest may be 
concealed beneath a late covering of corrugated 
iron: where this is the case removal of the sheet 
metal and repair of the thatch should be 
encouraged. Proposals to reinstate the thatch on 
a roof wvllicll is known to have been thatched 
should be carefully assessed in the light of 
surviving evidence and information provided by 
photographic and other records and local 
recollection 

Should retention of the thatch on a 
vernacular building prove impractical, the 
roof should be recorded in detail by the 
appropriate agencies before it is removed. 

In the re-thatching of architect-designed 
buildings, English techniques and materials 
(water reed, sedge, long s t r w  and combed straw) 
may be acceptable. Particular attention should be 
given to reproducing faithfully distinctive 
features such as dormers, ridging and stitching". 

5.03 Listed Buildings Consent 

Listed Building Consent is necessary for any 
change to the type of thatch, the thatching 
materials, and the details or fixings. 

See item 5.02. 

5.04 Reinstatement of Thatch 

Reinstatement of thatch on a listed building now 
protected by a more recent roof covering must be 
approached cautiously. Normally Historic Scotland 
would be against this in principle but in exceptional 
circumstances where there is complete evidence of 
the type, form, details and materials it might be 
considered acceptable, provided Listed Building 
Consent is obtained. 

Care should also be taken to ensure that the existing 
roof timbers are capable of carrying the weight of the 
thatch when wet and that liistoric timbers and 
interiors are not put in jeopardy. As a matter of 
principle reinstatement of tllatch sl~ould only be 
considered if the building is to be occupied or used 
throughout the year as poorly ventilated thatch is 
particularly susceptible to rot. 

5.05 Thatch under Sheet Materials 

The importance of undisturbed thatch under sheet 
materials has been stressed in item 4.01 and the 
utmost care should be taken not to damage or disturb 
this material notwithstanding the guidance given in 
the Memorandum. 

Any alteration to the thatch must have Listed 
Buildings Consent and must be the subject of a 
full investigation. 

5.06 "Grants" Scheme 

Historic Scotland provides financial assistance 
through the Thatched Houses Maintenance Scheme. 
This is administered through the local conservation 
offices or their appointed agents. See item 5.02. 

Thatched buildings that are no longer inhabited, 
including those that have lost their roof altogether 
and survive as abandoned ruins, may also, depending 
on their liistorical, architectural or archaeological 
importance, be eligible for an Ancient Monuments 
Grant administered by Historic Scotland (Ancient 
Monuments Division). 

5.07 Experimental Thatches 

Experimental thatches may occasionally be 
supported througl~ the "THMS Grants" scheme. 
These \vould normally be considered only if the 
application presents a well-reasoned case, clear 
objectives, an approved monitoring system, an 
adequate site and assurance that the scheme will run 
for an agreed period of time with approved 
maintenance and control. 
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6.0 1 Location 

In recording tlle location of a tl~atcl~etl roof the 
information collected sl~ould include: 

1. Ordnance Sr~mey: National Grid 
Reference. (Six figure) 

2 .  Paris11 or Burgh. 

3. Former Cor~nty. 

4. Unitary Autl~orit): 

5. Address of propert>. incll~tling postcode. 

thatch depth of Inore than hvo metres over tlie ridge. 
Eventclally these roofs will become too hemy and the 
thatcher \\rill strip them back or they may fail 
structurally and the structrlral timbers 11m.e to be 
replacecl. If changes of roof pitch are documented - 
the classic example being Burns Cottage, Allowva>; 
recorded by numerous artists and pl~otograpllers 
from the time of Bums to t l ~ e  present day - the 
maintenance cycle could be establisl~ed with 
reasonal~le accuracy. 

3. Cllange of tliatch t).pe. 

G .  Name of occupant. This migllt also be reflected in the Cl~ange of Form 
" 
I .  Name and postal address of owwner. as a cliange to a less flexible thatching material miglit 

result in a change from a rounded roof structure to 
S. hlain axis of roof. one an apex. The evidence is all too common in 

9. Relatio~lsllip to otller builtlings and Inan- the roof timbers and in traces of flasl~ings left against 
made features (including archaeological gables. Such details are seldom related to the 

context). thatching materiills available at the time of recording 
but to previor~s types of thatch. 

10. Relationsl~ip to trees or vegetation. 

11. General situation. 6.04 Visual Record 
12. Exposure. 

Copies of sketclres, drawings, paintings, models and 
13. Historical information (if known). photograplls of t l ~ e  bnilding at various stages of the 

Tlie inclusion of t l ~ e  parish and former county allows building llistory sl~ould be collected to form a 
historic records to be c o n s l ~ l t ~ ~ l  to link tllatcll to building archive. This type of information is 
documentnry Tile :lxis of roof can particularly relevant when studying and analysing 
usefill in assessing tile projected or thatclled roofs as, if tlie record is co~nplete enough, 
performance of t11e tlintcli. the maintenance cycle can be established. 

The most recorded thatched roof in Scotland must 
6.02 Building Type 

When recording the builtling type 
information should Le recorded: 

1. Original usage. 

2. Number of storeys. 

3. Current usage. 

6.03 Recorded Changes 

Tliis sliould include: 

be Burns Cottage, Allowvay, Ayrshire as it llas been 
continuously used as the subject of tlescriptions, 

the following 
sketcl~es, drawings, paintings and pllotog~~plls over 
almost tswro huntlretl years. The recurring changes of 
roof pitch over this period indicates a stol) thatch, 
building in lleiglit over a number of years before 
being stripped or partially stripped and re-thatched. 
This cycle \\?as abandoned in fi~vour of reed tliatch 
during its life as n museum. Recently it 11as returned 
to llaving a straw tl~atch wvl~ich may 1)e stob patched 
in the future and the original maintenance cycle re- 
established. 

1. Change of use. Similarly, the changes in roping tecllniques in various 

This might explain sudden deterioration in tile tllatcll townships in t l ~ e  IIel~rides and their eventual demise 
or a change in the cFlical lnaintennnce or in in favour of meiglited wire netting sho\\~s the 

thatching materials. transient natnre of tlie ~naterial in recent years. 

2. Change of form. 
6.05 Current Roof Types 

External changes in the roof form are always of 
interest. They miglit reflect the maintenance qcles Record ''le nat'lre of: 

as many types of t l~atc l~  build up over t l ~ e  years. In 1. Principal roof structure. 
some cases this simply adds to the bulk of the tllatcl~ 

2.  Secondary roof structure. in other cases, such as stab tlrntching, the pitch of the 
roof gratlnally becomes steeper and may result in a 3. Sn1)-stratum of tliatcli. 
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b) Plaited 

6.06 Current External Form a) Typ~cal 

Does the thatch adopt rounded roof 
forms. 

a rounded form? (Illtcstration a) 

a ridged form? 

If ridged is the ridge 

plaited? (Illustration b) 

flush with pitch? (Illustration c) 

flat top? (Illustration cE) 

raised? (Illustration e) 

If plaited 

describe. 

If flush with pitch: is the ridge 

scobed? Wlr~strationf) 

clay? 

concrete? 

r-3 
tiled? 

sheeted? 

turf? Typical rldged roof forms: Nlustratrons b),c),d),e) 

If raised: is the ridge 

block cut? 

weighted? (Illustration g) 

turf? 

concrete? 

tiled? 

sheeted? 

If block cut 

is the ridge material the same as that of 
tlie roof pitch? 

is the ridge material folded over? 

is the ridge material open at the top? 

Does the thatch 

overhang at the eaves? (dlustration h) c) Flush wrth roof 
pdch 

finish flush with eaves? (Illustration i) 

leave the wallhead exposed? 
(Illustration j )  

overhang at the skews? 

finish flush with the skews? 

finish against a bargeboard? 
d) Flat topped 

finish against raised masonry skews? 

have turf flashing at skews? 

have clay flashing at eaves? 

have cement flashing at eaves? 

have lead flashing at eaves? 
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Does the tliatching material change at 

ridge? 

eaves? 

skews? 

Is the thatch 

roped? 

netted? 

If roped 

describe methot1 

If netted 

describe. 

6.07 Current Thatch Type 
Is the material laid on 

m at random? 

to nin wvitli pitch? 

to run wit11 pitch but canted to project at 
s kews ? 

Is the thatch 

netted? 

roped? 

scollopetl? 

other? 

Is the material securely fixed wit11 

turf? 

clay? 

pegs? 

stabbing? 
scobs? 

stitching? 

sw,?)ls? 

otlier? 

If roped or netted, are tIie weiglits 

above eaves? (Illr~.strotion.s k)i-iii) 

at eaves? (I//tisfrclfions l)i +ii) 

below eaves? (Illtistrcltions nl)i-iii) 

resting on ttri~llhei~d? (Illirstrcltion n )  

Is the thatch on a sub-stratum 

of turf? 

of otlier tliatch? 

of wattle? 

e) Raised 

e) Raised with 
external 
weights 

f l  Examples of 
scobed ridges 

of random h~igs?  

ofrope? 

of mat? 
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Is the thatch overlaid wit11 

turf? 

clay? 

other material? 

k)i Parallel rope system, linked by ground rope, and k)ii Porollel rope system, linked by ground rope, and kjiii Chicken wire weighted with straightened iron can  
weighted with individual stones. weighted with long thin slabs of flagstone. lyres. 

n) Examples of thatch weights resting on wallhead. I); Chicken wire weighted with iron bar or I)ii Parallel rope system, linked by ground rope. ond 
Netted thatch weighted with individual stones discarded rubbing strokes afshipwrecks. weighted with individual stones. 
resting on the base of the net sining on the 
exposed wollheod. 

mJi Chicken wire weighted with caber tied to the mJii Angled rope system, linked by ground rope, and mjiii Chicken wire weighted with individual stones 
netting with twine or fence wire. weighted with individual stones. anached by fence wire hooks. 

TAN 4 
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6.08 Current Materials 

Is the tl~atch made from 
stra~v? 

If stra\v 

wvlleat? This is not easy to assess 
oats? but a straww: particr~larly 

hawing the the remains of 
barley? 

an ear, is all that is 
bere? required for a botanical 

rye? identification, 

flx? 

\\'as the stra\Ir 

pl~lled? 
cut? 

Is the thntcli made from 

other grasses? 

If other grass 
xnarmm? 

coucllgrass? 

hay? 

Is the thatch made from 

reeds? 

n~shes? 
iris? 

sedge? 

heather? 

broom? 

juniper? 

dock? 

bracken? 

eel grass 

sea\w.eed 

other? 

If other 

describe. 

6.09 Maintenance Cycle 

AI1 thatches require reguIar maintenance. 
Owners and grant giving bodiesshould be 
aware of the maintenance commitment for the 
thatch being considered. Eacli project should 
acknowvledge: 

a. Annual maintenance commitment. 

b. Biennial ~naintenance commitment. 

c. Quinquinnial maintenance commitment. 

d. Longer term commitment. 

e. Expected life of thatcl1 assuming tllat 
maintenance commitment is recognised and 
fulfilled. 

f. Sources of supply for materials. 

g. Available craft skills. 

g) Raised ridge 
weighted with 
timber 

Eaves types: Illustrotions h),i),j) 

j )  Exposed 
wollheod. 
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7 
THATCHING PRINCIPLES 

7.0 1 Water Resistance 
Thatch acliieves its water resistance in the same way 
as shingles, slate or tile, that is, 

by passing the drops of wvater from piece to piece 
down the weather slope of the roof. 

Difficulties occur each time the thatch is penetrated 
as wvater can flow freely down the penetrating surface 
and into tlie building. A skirt formed round the 
penetrating feature can be used to divert the water 
out into the thatch wvhere the above mentioned 
system would operate. Fixing devices driven into tlie 
thatch cannot incorporate a skirt and these should 
therefore be driven upwards into the thatch. 

Thatch laid with the "weather coat" running parallel 
to the angle of the roof structure sheds water 
reasonably quickly if the pitch is greater that 45 
degrees. Surface wvater on such a thatch should not 
penetrate more that two inches (50mm) belowv the 
weather face on these roofs. Fixings more than three 
inches (751nm) below the weather face are therefore 
unlikely to become wet and can tlierefore penetrate 
the roof at right angles to the structure. 

7.02 Wind Resistance 

In the Northern Isles and along the western seaboard 
of Scotland, thatch is often subjected to @le and 
even hurricane force wvinds on a fairly regular basis. 
Thatch in these regions is nsually netted and roped or 
if not netted, very closely roped. This helps to 
counteract the pressure and suction effects on the 
wvindward and leeward sides of the roof respectively. 
Sharp angles are avoided at ridges and hips. Skews 
are anchored wvith large turfs and or roped to anchor 
points at tlie gables. Eaves are normally formed 
wvithout a projection. In the \Vestern Isles exposed 
wvallheads act as wvind spoilers or deflectors causing 
the wind to rise and hit the roof about mid pitch 
thereby protecting the eaves that are securely held by 
a row of soldier stones. 

Similarly, projections through the roof, such as 
timber lums have the thatch swept up against the 
sides and are normally wrapped round with rope to 
prevent the wind penetrating the thatch and causing 
damage. Scobs, turf or concrete can be used to 
achieve the same results in less exposed areas. 

7.03 Heat Retention 

Thatch has always been considered to be one of the 
warmest roof coverings available in Scotland. This is 
not reflected in the current heat transference 
statistics but the current figures assume that heat 
goes straight through tlle roof. Although smoke and 
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air will pass through thatch its rate of escape is slow 
and, as the hollow straws of the thatcli contain static 
air, the roof keeps the building warm in wcinter and 
cool in summer. This is assisted by the turf sub- 
stratum. New thermal values are being considered by 
the Building Research Establishment. 

7.04 Ventilation 

A building with a thatched roof ventilates naturally 
when in use as warm air can pass slowly through the 
thatch as described in item 7.03. 

\Vhen thatched buildings are locked up for 
prolonged periods, particularly wvitli closed windows 
and sealed doors, problems start. Thatch starved of 
ventilation, particularly over the low pitched roofs 
found in many Highland and Island buildings, wvill 
quickly become saturated wvith water in periods of 
prolonged wet weather. If this happens tlie roof 
structure becomes vulnerable to rot. The kitchen end 
of the house is usually the most vulnerable and can 
fall within nine months of the building being closed 

7.05 Economic Viability 
Thatches in the Highlands and Islands often require 
annual maintenance and may have to be renewed 
every decade but tliey are ideally suited to tlie areas 
in wvllich they occur. The materials cost very little to 
obtain. The annual top dressing ensures a tough 
weathering coat and protects the older material from 
the effects of the wind. Changing the specification to 
a more expensive thatch does not necessarily mean 
that the thatch will last longer, as is often suggested. 
Rather reliance on the same surface over a number 
of years, could lead to a thatch with a shorter life span 
than the traditional one. In one known example a 
Norfolk style thatch used near Belfast lasted only one 
season on the north side of the roof. 

Conversely the cost of setting up scaffolding on a 
larger property in Central Scotland would make the 
use of thatches requiring annual maintenance totally 
impracticable as the cost of the scaffold offsets the 
savings in material. 
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SUB-STRATUM 

Straw rope granary, 
Caithness. 

1905.Thatch formed 
aver conical top of 

heaped material such 
as straw sheaves or 

bmshwaod. (Afier 
photograph in PSAS) 

8.0 1 Heaped Material. 

The earliest thatches possibly developed from the 
need to provide protection for collected materials, 
particularly foodstuffs. Comparatively recent 
applications include: potato pits and other root-crop 
clamps; hay stacks; cereal-crop stacks; ice Iieaps; 
building materials; bee skeps; and as temporary 
protection for pnrtly built walls. 

Cottages have been recorded in England where the 
roof structure comprises a series of horizontal joists 
supporting bundles of s t r w  or bn~sl~wood piled up 
to form a pitched roof profile. Tliese so called "flat- 
roofed" or "solid roofed" cottages are then tliatclied 
over tlie brusl~~vood or s t r w  formwork. 

Examples of this type of structure have been 
recorded in Scotland tlie most unusual examples 
being a design for a peat walled ice-house published 
in 1888 and a straw-rope granary recorded in 
Caithness in 1905. 

8.02 Brushwood 

A thin layer of brnshwood laid at right angles to the 
roof structure is sometimes adopted as a sub-stratum. 

8.03 Wattle 

roof is rare. The technique is found as a walling 
material, for the construction of canopy chimneys, to 
form roads, to protect the sides of ditches and wells, 
as external doors, as panels in furniture, as 
basketwork, and as fencing but seldom on the roof. 
In contrast to this, the use of wattle as a sub-stratum 
is commonly found in eighteenth century buildings 
in Ireland but often as an open weave of equally sized 
osiers rather than hurdle fashion with parallel stakes 
and intenvoven osiers. 

8.04 Simmons and other hand 
made rope. 

Simmons style straw rope, is the traditional sub- 
stratum to thatch along the eastern side of tlle 
Orkney Islands. When straw was scarce, fine heather 
was used instead but this was disliked owing to tlie 
difficulty in hvisting tlie rope and handling it on the 
roof. 

The sub-stratum was formed in the following way: 

"The end of a simmon was fixed to tlie laight (purlin) 
on one side, brought over the upper laights, then 
round the laight on the other side, and over the ridge 
again, and so on. The simmon was passed till the 
whole roof was shut in by a web-work resembling 
darning. This process was called "needling the roof."" 

This made an almost continuous mat visible from the 
accommodation below. This made a neat roof as is 
shown in the following description: 

"The only pleasing thing to attract the eye in a rural 
hut of this kind was the neat way in wvliich the straw 
simmons were laced from side to side over the mane- 
tree (ridge) to form the inner side of the thatch and 
make a firm foundation for the straw covering. For a 
time tlie new yellow simmons brightened the 
othenvise sombre colouring of the farmers abode, 
but when the all-prevailing smoke had done its work 
of dyeing, and the dampness of the atmosphere had 
turned the adhering soot into a substance resembling 
tar. .... the neat twist of the simmons was no longer 
recognisable as a thing of beauty." 

Early descriptions refer almost exclusively to sub- Few of those roofs survive, and those that do have 
stratum of wattle often making comparisons with the different systems of fixing the simmons to the bottom 
construction of hurdles. Tliese descriptions tend to purlins. 
be the product of English travellers. Scots writers 

A variation on this form of sub-stratum is to be found 
refer to "stake and rice" when describing wattle 

on Berneray, Harris; North Uist; Benbecula; and to a 
work. The term is a deviation of the Old Norse words 

lesser extent South Uist. There tlie traditional for a stake and brusli\\~ood. "Hris", pronounced with 
material is heather rope but examples using coir, 

a silent "h" being corrupted to rice. 
thick twine or even fence wire are known. The 

Surprisingly, in complete contradiction to the spacing of the rope is also different from two to six 
descriptions, the use of wvattle as the sub-stratum in a inches (50-150mm) apart, as is the fixing at the 
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Ltaban, Frith, 
Orkney. 

Simmons substratum 
with straw man 
(flen) draped over 
the ridge. 

RCAHMS ORDlSll. 

' j  " 
. i 

bottom purlin. The ropes pass over the ridge and 8.05 Straw Mat 
upper purlins as in Orkney but l~elow the bottom 
purlin at each side to loop over a short stick spanning The logical development from a simmons sub- 

between the wallhead and the bottom purlin. stratum would be  a s t r w  mat. These are recorded in 

Sidinish. North Uisc Berneray, Harris, 
Western Isles. Western Isles. 

Porollel heather Parallel ropes passed 
ropes bound to base over purlins, under 

purlins. the base purlin and 

round the back of 
short lengths of 
timber between 
wallhead and the 
base purlin. 

Berneray, Harris, \V:des, as are s t r w  rope roofs. A straw mat sub- 
Western Isles. 

stratr~m can be seen in the Kenixton Farmhouse, now 

Parallel ropes in the \\'elsh Folk Museum, St F. 'I g ans. 
passed over purlins 
and round the front 

To (late no examples are Lno\vn in Scotland although 
of short lengths of straw mat is sometimes used, in Orkney, over 

timber between simmons, to support the thatch but this is not visible. 
wallhead and the 

base purlin. 

8.06 Cabres 
The sub-stratum most commonly found in Scotland 
is not wattle as the early descriptions wvould suggest 
but culbres laid from eaves to ridge. These take 
various forms from thin branches following the line 
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of the roof from wallhead to wallhead over the lime then tar the entire roof surface or to use the 
purlins and ridge tree of a rounded roof section, to pantile as a sub-stratum under thatch. The thatch 
straight poles spanning froin wallhead to ridge could be either a laid-on type or turf. One of the 
wvithout intermediate support. There is a wide range largest concentrations of this technique is to be 
of variations behveen these hvo eutremes. found along the sonth coast of the hloray Firth wvl~ere 

the last brick and tile works to manufacture pantiles 
The Old hlanse at Over Croy, Dunbartonshire, was situated at Blackpotts, \Vhitehills, Banffshire. 
dating from the eighteenth century or earlier, had 
cabres with pegs through the upper end to allow 
them to be hooked over the ridge tree obwiously to 8-09 Battens 
prevent their 'lipping Or exe*ing an ouhvard thrust Thatching battens are normally laid across the pitch 
at the wallhead. of the roof. This is most common on coupled roofs 
Many houses at Sleat in Skye were constructed with but may also be found on rafters supported by 

cabre roofs without a sllpporting roof structure. purlins. This is the common form of sub-stratum in 
These regularly collapsed inwards leaving the roof the Central Lowlands, in the cottage-omC, in Arts 

inverted, ridge on the floor and the ends of the and Crafts movement buildings and under hventieth 
cabres projecting upwards over the eaves. These century thatches. Sometimes these are used in 

were immediately rebuilt to their original form conjunction with a second sub-stratum of turf, 

without an internal stnlcture or cross ties. particularly when straw is used. Reeds span 
comfortably over thatching battens at approximately 

In the Western Isles drifhw~ootl is often used in place feet (600mm) 
of cabres, occasionally augmented by straw or 
heather ropes running lengtllwvise across the roof The thatch is usually spliced or stitched to the 
pitch to prevent the thatch falling through the wider battens unless there is a secondary stratum such as 
gaps. Roofs of this type do not always run in a straight turf. 

line between ridge and wvallliead. A sudden change of 
direction often occurs behveen the purlin closest to Examples of 

seamed flagstone 
the wallhead and the wnllliead itself forming a soldier substrata from 
course to accommodate the \vallhead turf turning up Orkney 

the roof and the thatching turf turning down. It is 
also significant in the application and weighting of 
the thatch as it allows the weights on the ends of the 
ropes to hang rather than nestling into the surface of 
the thatch. This keeps tension on the rope and 
prevents the rope sitting in a damp hollo~v where it 
might rot. 

8.07 Flagstone 

In Orkney, where there are considerable quantities 
of sandstone flag \with poor weathering qualities, 
thatch was commonly laid over a lapped and seamed 
flagstone sub-stratum. The flagstone was placed on 
tlie roofwith the naturally dished surface upwvards, to 
encourage wirater penetrating the thatch to run away 
from the seamed joints. This \rlas assisted by the 
inverted taper of the seamer stones. 

In this case the thatch surrendered its waterproofing 
function to the flag whilst retaining its thermal and 
acoustic properties. These properties in turn protect 
the flag from frost damage. 

8.08 Pantiles 

Pantile was introduced into Scotland as a low cost 
roof covering in the early eighteenth century. It wvas 
locally produced in small brick and tile works and in 
some areas the resulting fired tile was semi-porous. 
The vernacular solution wvas to point the joints with 
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9 
THATCH TYPES 

9.01 Natural Mat surface of the thatch but from there the water will 
travel along the straw in a downward direction, 

Natural mat thatches are made up from well-matted passing from end of one strnw to tile next till it 
fibrous material such as well-establislied green turf, the wa]lllead or eaves. 
fibrous peat, and other well-matted material such as 
flaas Random thatches are used in Lewis on blackhouse 

roofs. They are also used in the formation of the 
is a form of propagated matt thatched covering for potato and otller root crop 

found at the edge mrlddy pools but clamps. Both of these coverings are subjected not 
more covering the softer areas of a Peat only to rain from but to warm damp air rising 
bog. When suitably thick and homogeneous it is tom from the interior and random tllatcll seems to 
from the surface in sheets ancl is risetl as one of the perform particularly in this situation, It is also 
substrata to act as a form of reservoir to liold water, easy and quick to apply and in case of the root 
penetrating a living turf thatch, then slowly release it crop clamps can be restrained by lleaping soil on 
back to the living turf as it is required. T l ~ e  reservoir p r o ~ d e d  a series of ventilation outlets are 
effect is made possible by the amount of sphagnum installed at the ridge. 
moss incorporated in the mat and its ability to absorb 
and hold water when available yet survive through Random straw or seaweed ridges are common in 

drier periods. many North European and Scandinavian countries, 
often restrained by pairs of logs held together and 

The thickness of green turf is determined by the crossing at the ridge, Some block cut ridges are 
of the root 'Ystem. On some formed in the same \vay but using material sucl1 as 

mat thickness will not exceed one inch (25mm). sedge. 
Deep soils on the other hand take longer to produce 
a mat, as there is more soil for the roots to spread 
into, but when properly established will produce a 9.03 Directional 
fibrous mat about 4 inches (100mm) thick. Directional thatches depend on the material running 

Peat can be cut to any required depth but the fibrous ~ i t h  slope of the roof. Cereal s t rws  and grasses 

is usually near the top ofthe bog md seldom are laid with the slope, some traditions insist on the 

more than a foot (300mm) deep. cut-end being up the slope, others the cut end down. 
Some change from the base course to the rest of the 

F1aas be quite pulled but tends to roof and some show no preference as to the way it is 
compress ~vlien applied as a sub-stratum. applied and the cut-ends can be found at the up 

slope or down-slope end on adjoining straws. 

9.02 Random Most woody W e s  of thatch such as heather, juniper, 

Randomly applied thatching materials perform in the gorse and broom are fixed with the ~voody end up- 

same way as those laid in parallel lines. \L1ater falling slope in the roof. Dock and bracken are pulled and 

on the roof surface penetrates until it is stopped by a placed on the roof with the root shelving as the 

strand of thatch. This may be well below the outer weather surface. 

Ruins of Shieling hut 
Uig, Lewis, with 
remains of turf 

thatch 

--> --- - - - ---_ _ , _  

L-- ---  --, ------ -1- 
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10.01 Turf 

hiodern descriptions tend to use the all- 
encompassing expression "turf' for all fibrous 
earthen material. Formerly there was a distinct 
terminology for each different texture and cut of 
"turf' but the indiwidual terms used sometimes 
referred to different materials in different regions of 
the country. The differences are most apparent 
between Scotland and Ireland and illustrate on a 
grand scale the difficulties encountered by 
researchers in the subject. 

The Scots build \\it11 "turf" the Iris11 with "sods". The 
Scots bum "peat", the Irish "turf' but the Scots use 
"sods" to bank up the fire at night. In Scotland thin 
turfs are known as "divot", in Ireland "scrws", but in 
Shetland large thin turfs are known as "pones". The 
term "scraws" in Scotland can be used to describe a 
"wattle" sub-stratum for thatch. Thick "divots" are 
kno~vn as "fale" as are blocks of peaty material cut in 
parallelogram shaped section. The list is far from 
exhaustive and is further confused by local variations 
and by the use of Scots and Irish Gaelic terminology 
in the west and Norse terminology in the Orkneys 
and Shetland. In Ireland, the Scots terminology is 
used in Scots speaking areas such as CO Antrim, CO 
Down and East Donegal. The terminology most 
prevalent in referring to thatching techniques is 
"divot", "pone", and "scraw". 

a. DIVOT. "A thin flat turf, generally of an 
oblong form, used for covering cottages and also for 
fuel." 

The term is common in most regions of Scotland but 
with a wide range of spellings: DEVIT, DEVOT, 
DIFFAT, DIFFET, DII'AD, DIIrAT, DIVET, 
DIVIOT, DIIrIT, DI\qrET, DIIWIT, DOVAT, and 
DWOT. 

The material is cut nith a flaughter spade (breast 
plough) or with a normal garden spade. A flaughter 
spade with a dished blade produces a divot tliat is 
easy to lay as the tapered edges make lapping the 
material easier to achieve. If used in more than one 
layer, the thicker centre section can be placed 
opposite the butt joint between two tapered edges. 

b. PONE "A thin turf' used for roofing. 

The term appears to be exclusive to Shetland. 

c. SCRAIV "A tliin turf. ..pared wiith a flaughter- 
spade to cover houses". 

The term straw is most common in south-\vest 
Scotland and in Ireland. Alternative spellings include 
SCRA and SCRAA. 

In some areas the scraw was cut in a long length and 
carried to the roof in a roll to be applied in a 

continuous strip ninning over a roof from eaves to 
eaves. 

Tlie term "SCOWB and SCRA\V" is inore 
problematical. \\'arrack refers to it as "A wattle used 
in thatching with strawv or thin pieces of turf." The 
term was also used as an adverb meaning "snug, trim 
and shipshape" in south-west Scotland. 

The generally accepted definition for SCOB, 
SCOBB, SCOBE, SCOUB and SCOIIrB is "A twxig or 
cane of willow or hazel, especially one bent over in 
the form of a staple and used to fasten down tl~atch". 

10.02 Flaas 

FLAA, FLAIS or FLAAS is used by some writers to 
refer to a tliin turf, being used as an alternative to 
pone or to divot. These interpretations appear to be 
incorrect as in the Shetland dialect the term is 
applied to a form of water propagated vegetable mat 
comprising sphagnum moss interlaced wvith the root 
systems of plants that have propagated on its surface 
until it forms a thick homogeneous mat. The material 
forms on STANGs or STRANGRILs - a small semi 
stagnant sheet of water that is overgrown and half 
solid with vegetation. It is tom from tlie surface in 
sheets and used as an under thatch for turf or straw 
tliatching. 

10.03 Straw 

A wide range of straws are used for thatching in 
Scotland including barely, bere, oats, rye and wheat. 
Oat or rye strawv is the preferred material in most 
regions but wheat wvas used where available. 

The straw is prepared for thatch in different ways in 
different regions. Tllatcliers generally prefer the 
straw to be harvested wvliilst slightly green as the 
straw is tougher and longer lasting. Specific varieties 
of each type of cereal are recommended in different 
regions and the farmer considered the straw quality 
as well as the yield in choosing the variety to sow. In 
some regions the straw is pulled, in others cut with 
the Ileuk, scythe or reaping machine. Bruised straw 
that has passed tlirougli a threshing machine or 
combine harvester is of little use to a thatcher laying 
directional tliatch but can be used for random thatch 
provided it is toug11. It is essential that tlie straw is 
well dried prior to use as thatching. It sliould be 
dried in stooks in tlie field, then stacked in the 
farmyard with a good cover to the stack. Traditionally 
this stack was thatched but a Dutch barn or other 
roof is equally suitable. The threshing sl~ould take 
place shortly before the material is used as thatch. 

Present conditions make the above conditions 
difficult to acliieve and the use of straw in any form is 
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under threat from the increased use of nitrate The Ti~y reed beds fell into disuse in the 1940s and 
fertiliser which increases the yield but hastens were revived again in the 1970s when Suffolk 
decomposition of the straw. If straw tl~atcliing is to thatcliers could no longer obtain suitable straw and 
continue, small farmers, well away from areas wvhere changed to reeds. They are still being harvested 
high nitrate fertilisers are used, must be encouraged commercially. 
to grow thatching stra~v using traditional methods. 

Smaller quantities of this material are available in 
other parts of Scotland but not on a commercial 

10.04 Grass scale. 

Natural grasses such as marram (Ammophila Reed also appears to be known as wvindle-strae grass 
arenaria) and couch grass (Agropyron repens) are in Scotland as was Cynosunls cristatus. 
also used. Regular harvesting, for thatch, stimulated 
growth and ensured a plentiful supply. A reduction in The great reed mace (Typha Latifolia) erroneously 

the number of thatclled houses has led to neglect of known as bulrush, and the reed mace (Typha 

the traditional thatcl1 producing areas and changes in augustifolia) were both used as thatching materials in 

husbandry such as the over-wintering of cattle on the the same wvay as reed. 

sand-dunes has all but destroyed the traditional 
thatch- producing areas in many townships. 10.07 Rush 

10.05 Flax 

Flnx is suffering in the same way as cereal straws. It 
was traditionally grown for both the stems and the 
seed. Tlie stem was tough and fibrous and used to 
produce linen. The seed head was crushed to 
produce linseed oil and the husk used to produce 
cattle cake. Now only the seedhead is considered 
important and is grown wvitl~ rich nitrate fertilisers 
making the vegetable part of the stem weak and 
brittle. It still contains the linen fibre but its quality 
as a thatch is impaired. 

Rushes are commonly used for laid on types of 
directional thatch. The common rush (Juncus 
conglomeratus) is most commonly used but Jura 
thatchers preferred the soft rush (Juncus offusus) or 
hard rush (Juncus inflexus) which although slightly 
shorter are less slippery to use and bed better on the 
roof. 

The flag iris (Iris pseudacorus), also known as yellow 
flag or yellow iris, was used in the same way as rushes 
as a laid-on directional thatch. 

As wvith the cereal straws, flay will have to be grown 
in a low-nitrate soil to produce a suitable thatching 
material. 

10.09 Sedge 

10.06 Reed 

The reed most commonly used for thatching is the 
common water-reed (Phragmites communis). It 
often exceeds six feet (1.8m) in height and may reach 
ten feet (3m). 

It was not a traditional thatching material in Scotland 
but was planted along the north bank of the River 
Tay in the eighteenth century to reduce or prevent 
coastal erosion. The experiment wvas successful and 
some ground was reclaimed from tlie river as the 
reed beds spread into the shallow water. Initially the 
reeds were harvestet1 and used as litter in the cattle 

The sedge most commonly used for thatching is the 
great pendulous sedge (Carex pendula) also known as 
the tall sedge. 

U 

Sedge should be delivered to the roof in a green 
state. Ideally it sl~ould be left to soak for twenty four 
hours after which it can then be drawn and gleaned 
for use. It is normally used to form the ridge of a reed 
thatched roof. 

10.10 Bracken 

The bracken fern (Pteridium aquilinum) is found in 
the Highlands of Scotland from sea level to an 
altitude of 2,000 feet (610 metres). 

courts of local farms. By the inid nineteenth century, 
The bracken has a stout fleshy stem that spreads 

reeds were being used to thatch cornstacks but it was 
underground. The stipes and rachis are long and 

almost tlie end of the century before reed thatch took straight and harden to carry the weight of the spread- 
over from straw for the roofing of houses. 

out leafage. The plant, which can grow to a height of 
The change was probably occasioned by a twelve feet (3.66m) is pulled-and the leafage 
combination of factors. Straw of sufficient quality hat1 stripped. It is laid on the roof wvitli the roots exposed 
to be hand threshed, making it more expensive wvllile and these can be lined-up by using a plank or lathe 
reeds were probably specified for Cottage Orne or that moves up the roof course by course. 
Arts and crafts style bkldings in tlie area. Many of 

Roofs are known where the foliage has been left on 
the decorative thatching styles were English in 

the stalk but this tends to become dry and brittle and 
origin. 
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Island of Loeso, rubs into a fine ponder beh\,een the fingers. These 
roofs are under sheet metal and may simply be an 
insulation tliatcll rather than a fully functional one. 

10.1 1 Dock 

Dock (Rumes ~iridis and Rumes sangnineus) the all 
green and blood-\reined wrarieties grow to a height of 
four feet (1.21n). The plant is know\m as "docken" in 
many parts of Scotlantl. it is pulled, the foliage 
stripped and the stems used in the same \a>' as 
bracken. 

10.12 Heather 

Heather or Ling (Calluna v~~lgaris) has tough wiry 
stems wvhicl~ can attain considerable size. The 
thatclier seeks out long stemmed heather wvhicll is 
cut and baled. The plant is used complete with the 
flowver-head and bushy upper l~ranches. it is difficult 
to work as it is inclined to spring up until it is securely 
fixed. Even tlie best heather thatched roofs are 
inclined to look open, from unilerneatl~, wwrlien first 
thatched. 

Heather thatching was at its most popular phase 
between 1880 and the First \ITorld \17ar. Heather 
burning for grouse moors makes suitably long 
heather difficult. to locate. Arrangements shol~ld be 
made to protect specific areas for growing heather 
for tliatched roofs. 

1 0.13 Juniper 

Comrnon juniper (Juniperus communis) varies 
between a low growing shrub and a small conical tree 
up to hventy feet (6.lm) high. it is used in much the 
same way as heather and appears to be particularly 
suited to vertical thatclies on the sides of wattle 
structures. 

10.14 Broom 

Broom (Sarothamnus scoparius) is a shrub three to 
five feet (0.9-1.5m) high and is found on Ilillsides and 
moors all o\.er Scotland. The Scottish name is "whin". 
It is cut in long straight h-anches with a woody stem 
that is sharpened to pnsli into the untler turf. It 
makes a long lasting tliatch and was one of the most 
popular thatclling materials in Scotland in tlie 
nineteenth century. 

1 0.1 5 Seaweed 

Denmark. 

Sedan through 
seaweed thatch 
(after Stoklund) 

Seaweed thatches have been located on both sides of 
the Kattegat. One from Lzso, a Danish island in the 
Kattegat, was recently moved to the open-air 
lnnseum in Copenllagen. The roof is lathed. Bundles 
of seaweed are hwisted round the bottom laths like a 
straw rope but much thicker. The ropes are tightly 
packed on tlle base lath tlien on tlie two or three laths 
above that till a flat shelf is formed in coiled seawveed. 
Layers of loose seaweed are tlien piled on top, layer 
upon layer until the roof is completely covered and 
tlie apex covered \with turf. Up to a hundred people 
could take part in a thatclling. The thatch is capable 
of lasting for hundreds of years as is testified by some 
very old sunivals in tllat region. 

Island of Loeso, 
Denmark. 

Sketch showing 
formation of seaweed 
ropes (after Stoklund) 

Tlie reason for including this description is to 
encourage arcliaeologists to consider this t)pe of 
tliatch as a possibility and to check for possil~le 
survivals. Tliis is particularly relevant \\.hen dealing 
with coastal farming communities ant1 hunter- 
gatherer groups. 

Seaweed tliatch has not sunived in Scotland. Indeed, 
there is little direct evidence for its use despite the 10.16 Eel-grass 
fact that are great qllantities Eel-grass or grass-wrxk was also used for t]lntclling. 
available. Seaweed ropes have been found as Inistaken for it is olle of few\, true 
temporary lasl~ings to a cruck at hlelvaig, Gairloch, nowering plants to grow in sea round ~ , j ~ i ~ l ~  
Rosshire and a serlwveed tliatch has been reported in 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ .  Its llabitat is below loww,-ww,ater mark 
Orkney. 
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and is usually found on the beach after a spell of 
stormy weather and is distinguished from seaweed by 
its long, light-green leak-like leaves. 

Magnus Spence records its use as a thatching 
material in Orkney at the turn of the century, where 
it wvas known as "buss". Buss normally refers to 
seaweed and confirms the confusion that exists 
regarding this material. 

A living informant claims that large quantities of eel- 
grass used to come ashore at St Peter's Pool, Orkney 
particularly after a strong westerly gale. It was 
collected from the shore and piled on a closely laced 
simmens sub-stratum. A good twelve inches 
(3OOmin) of eel-grass was applied before the material 
was secured under wvire net, anchored with flagstones 
round the eaves. Presumably heather simmens would 
have been used prior to the availability of wvire net. 

10.17 Other Materials 

Other forms of haulm were used occasionally 
particularly beanstalks, potato shawvs and other low 
grade material. These were only used in emergencies 
and should not be considered for permanent roofs. 
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VISIBLE 

1 1.0 1 Rope 

Rope provides an efficient method of restraining 
thatch. It is normally used in conjunction \\it11 
weiglits that esert an ewren downwvard pressure and 
acco~nmodate any stretching of the rope. 
Alternatively the ends can be attaclied to peg" pins 
or corl~elled stones projecting from the outer walls of 
the building. This alternatiwre is less colnlnon in 
Scotlantl, although it is knowvn in the south west, the 
Isle of Man and in Ireland. 

The traditional material wwras sugan, made hy hand 
usually using heather, stra\tr or hay but in reality 
capable of being made nit11 any fibrous material that 
can be teased out and twisted. Coir became a natural 
successor in the latter years of the nineteenth 
century, or at least after the First \\Torld \iTitr when it 
was cheap and easy to procure. Flau, hemp, jute, 
manila and artificial fibre ropes have all been used 
but ~~snally in the form of second-hand rope, no 
longer able to fulfil its original function l111t still 
strong enough to hold the weights restraining the 
tliatcl~. 

Rope was applied to the roof in three main ways: i)  
parallel ropes ninning from eaves to eaves across the 
roof: ii) angled ropes nmning from eaves to eaves: 
ant1 iii) by forming a web or net. 

11.01. i) Parallel ropes nlnning from eaves to eaves 
are used both as a stn~ctural sub stratum and as a 
thatch restraint. 

In Caithness and Orkney the simmons are so close 
together they touch along their entire length, 
particlllarly ww~hen used as a sub-stratum. As a roof 
restraint they are usually slightly apart but not far 
enough to allow the wind to penetrate and affect tlle 
thatch. 

In Shetland and the \Vestern Isles, the spacing varies 
from about four to six inches (100-150mm). The 
spacing is occasionally wider when used as a sub- 
stratum the maxim recorded being about a foot apart 
(300mm). 

The restraint at the base of a parallel roped roof also 
varies. \Vhere long slim wveigl~ts are used sucli as 
poles, long narrow pieces of flagstone or slate, or 
metal fittings suc11 as straightened metal cart tyres, 
rubbing stritkes from shipwrecks, or metal poles, the 
rope can be attaclled to these in a variety of ways: by 
a half loop, half turn, part laslling or even being 
attacl~ed wit11 twine. \\7here smaller weights are used, 
the parallel ropes are often attacl~ed to a ground rope 
before being looped round tlle weights. A range of 
fixings is illustrated. 

The metliods of working round the curved end of a 
typical blackl~onse roof is dealt with in item 11.01 ii. 

11.01 ii Angled ropes running from eaves to eaves 
across tlle roof only appear to be used as a thatch 
restraint. Tile main distribution appears to centre on 
the \fTestern Isles where most of the weights take the 
form of short stones or even second-hand bricks. 
Usually the ropes are simply passed round the weight 
\w~I~ich is then flipped over to form a loop, the ground 
rope being formed aftenvards. 

\IT1len side to side roping as described in items 11.01 
i and 11.01 ii is carried round the cuwed end of n 
tlpical blackl~ouse roof it is looped over a thatching 
stick projecting through the thatch at an angle. This 
stick is usually a projection of the central cabre 
forming the curved end and rests agninst the apex of 
the first roof tniss. The angle of the stick helps 
provide a better grip for the rope and also allows 
water penetrating along its length to be diverted, by 
the random thatch and hence to the wvallheads. The 
metllod of working round the thatch stick varies from 
community to community from a simple loop round 

Mayback. Papa 
Westray, Orkney, 

191 1 .  

Closely spaced 
sirnrnons restraint to 

thatch on threshing 
born. 

(Drawing fmrn 
photograph) 

- .. ..-. . . 
' - - -  - -_ 

. -.- __. - -. 
-. -.. .. 

NAYBACX WINUXILL, PAPA hTSTRAY. 1911 (from a photo?.raph) -- l- 
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Parallel rape system. 
Western Isles. 

Diagram showing 
basic spacing and 
confgumtion of 
ropes. 

Parallel rape system, 
Western Isles. 

Diagram showing 
method of attaching 
stone weights to 

parallel rope system. 
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Parallel rope system, 
Westem Isles. 

Diagram showing 
basic additional 

restraint rope round 
hipped end. The 

number of 
additional restraint 

ropes and their 
spacing varies from 

township to 
township. 

the stick to the forming of a t).pe of plait centred on 
the thatching stick wvitli tlie ends spread round the 
curve. This style is particularly prominent in old 
photograplls of Castlebay, Barra. 

11.01 iii) A rope net or web of ropes is tlie third 
method of restraint. This can be incorporated nit11 
the two types described above to give additional 
restraint at the ends of the roof or can be used to 
provide restraint over tlie entire roof. 

in panels as shown in the illnstration of a house in 
Braemar, Aberdeenshire in the late nineteenth 
century to the system of horizontals and diagonals 
creating a symmetrical pattern on a blackhouse on 
Hirta, St Kilda about tlie same date or sliglitly Inter. 

The net or web can be formed by a series of loops, 
half-hitches, knots or splices again varying from 
region to region, area to area and even townsl~ip to 
township. A number of variations are illustrated. 

Tlie patterns that can be achieved vary tremendously 
from what appears to be a square meshed net applied 

Parallel rope system. 
Western Isles. 

Diagram showing 
use of chain as 

ground rope. 
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Angled rope system, 
Western Isles. 

Sketch of p a n  of 
house roof showing 
arrangement of 
thatch ropes. See 
13.01 for further 
details. 

Care should be taken when preparing descriptions to prior to the type 11.01 i ropes being applied and 
ensure that a rope net or web llns been created ns weighted. These often break and spring apart leaving 
type 11.01 i roofs occasionally have liorizontal roping an irregular pattern of horizontal ropes wit11 snake 
as n temporary fixing. On Jura, Argyllshire tlie roofs like ends. This may explain horizontal ropes of this 
are roped wvitli parallel ropes running from eaves to type being referred to as AITHERINS defined by 
eaves using fresh sugnn each year. The previous year's \Varrack as "ropes woven crosswise on thatch" whilst 
sugan are fixed at the gnble and run horizontally the Scottish National Dictionary defines AITHER as 
along the roof as a temporary or additional restraint "an adder". 

n House on Isle of 
jura showing broken 
aitherins 
(after Banks) 

/ 
/ / / .  

/- 
/ 
/ 
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1 1.02 Net restraint, weights are usually hung round the lower 
edge above, on or below the eaves according to local 

Thatch can be netted with second-hand fishing nets tradition and the weights: fed through the \vire, tied 
or with various forms of wire netting. on using rope fed through the wire and looped round 

Fishing nets are found as a stratum under the individual weights, tied on with twine, or held 

one of the roping systems described in item 11.01. "th fence wire twisted round the weight with the 

The finer mesh of the fishing net allows the roping to free end forming a hook that is hooked into the 

be more widely spaced without danger of loosing the netting. 

thatch. The net can also be restrained by forming a 

Wire netting is applied in panels the width of the roll, continuous rail under the eaves and fixing the netting 

then crimped together to form a complete cover to to the rail using a series of S-shaped fence wire 

the thatch. \Vhen this is used as the principal hooks. 

D~ogmm showlng 
method ofjolnrng 

rolls of wlre nemng 
on roof to ensure 

that these wlll 
separate should 

there be a fire and 
the thatch hove to 

be removed 
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1 1.03 Raip and S C O ~  only be achieved using a thin hvine. The h i n e  is 
securely tied to the first scob or to a pin in the gable. Raip and scob consists of lines of rope or hvine fixed 
It is then tensioned to the next by wrapping the hvine 

at regular intervals with a SCOB -"a twig of willow or 
hazel bent over in tlie form of a staple and used to hvice round the projection. A loop is then formed by 

passing the twine first over then tinder the 
fasten down thatch". 

connecting hvine from the last fixing. The loop is 
The tecllnique is most common in south-west extended to go over tlie top of tlre scob before being 
Scotland, Ireland and Peml~rokesl~ire. The Scottish pulled tight.  hi^ makes a knot that \ i l l  remain insitu 
National Dictionary gives a variety of spellings when the scob is pushed an inch or more further into 
including SCOBB, SCOBE, SCOUB and SCOWB. tlie roof. This can be done using a leather pnlm. 
In Ireland the fixing is known as a SCOLLOP or 
SCOBE. ~h~ terln SCOBE Inay be scots in origin as The liairpin type scob is driven into the roof as 

the word Inay be a derivation from the Gaelic word described above leaving a loop On "le surface of the 

SCOLB - a split or stick, a wattlen. SCOLLOP thatch. If the raip is thick, the scob simply straddles 

is also llsed in pembrokesllire, possibly as an it before being inserted into the roof. If h i n e  is 

imported term from Ireland. SGILB is also common being hvine is into a long loop and 

in TT7il1es. In England the tecllnirjue is used in stack passed formed "le scab. It is then 

yards ant1 the scol~s are known by a number of names turned back Over pssed under both 

including BROOCHES, GAD, LEDGERS, 
ROOFERS, ROOVERS, SPARS, SPEAKS, Diagram showing 

method of tying 
SPECKES, SPELTS, SPICS and SPITS. rope or twine to 

Scobs come in a wide range of sizes from 1s inches 
to 48 inches (450-1,200mm) in length. The preferred 
lengths for house thatch are from 24 to 30 inches 
(600-750mm) whereas those for stack thatclling are 
normally 36 inclies. Preferably scobs should be 
recently split when used. If older scobs are to be used 
these shot~ld be soaked for twenty-four hours prior to 
use. 

When applying raip and scob to a roof the bottom 
line of scobs should be about hvelve inches (300mm) 
above tlie ewes, the top line a few inches below tlie 
ridge. Intervening lines are normally spaced to allow 
the length of eacl~ yealm to be lield by hvo rows of 
rope or hvine. For straw this usually works out at 
eighteen to twenty-four inch (455-610mm) centres 
but closer spacing is necessary for shorter materials 
such as rush. pieces of h i n e  and tied tightly to the scob. A second 

pass of the loop under the connecting hvine is also There are hvo basic ways of applying raip and scob. 
tied off on the scob. This is an easy technique to use 

The first utilises a straight scob. The second uses a 
even \it11 little or no experience but the loop ends 

scob bent like a hairpin. In both cases tlie scob is 
are very obvious to the observer on tlre ground. 

driven into the thatcl1 on the horizontal plane or with 
the inner end slightly upwards. Scobs should not be The most difficult aspect of tlie raip and scob 
inserted directly above the previous row but should technique is carrying the line round hip ends without 
be offset to avoid the formation of channels in the regular visual checks from ground level. This ability 
surface of the thatch. develops with experience. 

The straight scob is inserted to cornply with the ~~i~ and scab is vulnerable to high \ i n & ,  
above requirements and is left projecting about four particularly on steeply pitclled roofs the 
inches from the weather face. This technique can corners of tile roof can be torn out by the force of the 

Diagram showing 
wind. In windy situations the roof pitch is often 

method of tying reduced to diminish the wind resistance set up by the 
twine to straight building or stack but this obviously means an 

scobs. increase in thatch deptli to maintain its waterproof 
qualities. TVliere gales present a major problem 
roped roofs weighted with stones are the norm. 
Rounded roof forms are less susceptible to wind 
damage than are angular forms. 
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made thrusting tool with a small forked end, a long 
slender shaft and a comfortable handle. The shaft 
must be long enough to allow the new straw to be 
inserted to its full length without damage to the 
existing roof. Obviously the line taken in thrusting 
the new material must correspond to the angle of the 
existing thatching material. The technique is more 
useful for patching or top dressing existing roofs than 
as a method of thatching from scratch although it is 
possible to use it for this purpose particularly when 
thatching piled up material such as hay and straw 
stacks. 

Continuing repairs or top dressing to this type of 
thatch generally results in an increase in roof pitch 
over a prolonged period until the thatch is very deep 
over the ridge. 

Diogmm showing 
flush ridge held by Diogmm showing 

blockat raised 
ridge held by 
scobs. 
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EI4aTERh!A& FEATURES 

RIDGE TYPES 12.03 Raised Ridges 

12.0 I Rounded apex 

On these roofs there is no tliseerni1)le ritlgc 
externally, the tl~atcl~ing material being carried o\.er 
the top of the roof in a smootl~ unintern~ptetl line. 
This can be over a rountletl roof structure or over an 
internal ridged stn~ctrlre, tlcpcntling on tllc methot1 
adopted in lajing the tlratcl~. 

Raised ridges come in a variety of forms, from the 
!)lock-cut decorative ridges of the cottage ornd to 
concrete and turf ridges sitting proud of the natural 
line of the roof. 

Turf ridges sl~ould have a layer of clay behveen the 
undersitle of the turf and the thatcll to act as a 
\vaterproof anchor coat. 

EAVES TYPES 
12.02 Flush Ridge 

The that cl^ is laic1 I I ~  to, ant1 over, the ridge in an 12. I I Exposed Wallheads 
interrupted line. This can I)e done in the same 
material as the rest of the roof or, in a specialised 111 the IIebrides, particularly Lewvis and Tiree, many 

thatches stop close to the inner face of the external ridging material. 

Collessie, Fife. 

Sketch showing two 
reed thatched roofs. 
The roof to the lefi 

has a concrete ridge. 
The roof in the centre 

has turf 
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Diagram showing 
method of forming 

overhanging reed 
thatch eaves whilst 
bending the yealm 

to tension the reed. 
In this case the 

wallhead is being 
used to tile the 

yeolm. On roofs 
with wallplates a 

tilting fillet serves 

the same purpose. 

Diagram showing 
method of angling 

the base yealm 
prior to application 

to the roof: 

wall leaving tlie wallhead exposed to the elements. 
These walllieads are always wenthered towvards the 
outer face of the wvall or, where tlie wall is mutual to 
hvo roofs tlie wallhead is dished to tlie centre and 
drains to either end of the mutual section. Contrary 
to many published sources, the wvallliead is alwwlays 
waterproofec! in some way to prevent the rainwater 
penetrating the wwrall. Tlie common traditional 
method was to waterproof the wvallhead wit11 blue 
clay and protect this wit11 living turf. Concrete is 
sometimes used as an alternative on the 
Island of Tiree, Argyllshire. 

12.1 2 Flush Eaves 

An alternative to the exposed wallhead in exposed 
areas is tlie thatched roof finished flush wvith the 
wvallfi~ce at the eaves. Usually this is achieved by 
carrying tlie bottom ends of the thatch base course 
over tlie wallhead and dressing tlie rest of the thatch 
to that line. 

12.1 3 Overhanging Eaves 

Although overhanging eaves are more vulnerable to 
wind damage they do shed rainwater clear of tlie wall 
face. If the eaves are regular, tlie rainwater can be 
collected in gutters and transferred to water butts. 
This was a common way of augmenting the water 
supply for inany houses prior to the installation of 
piped wvater. 

Gutters mere usually formed using two butt jointed 
boards forming a V shape. These were attached to a 
blacksmitli made bracket that allowed tlie gutter to 
be adjusted to different projections of the eaves 
resulting from wear and subsequent repair of the 
thatch. 

SKEW TYPES 

12.2 1 Raised Masonry Skews 

In the smaller burghs recent straw and reed thatches 
often abut raised masonry skews. These may be crow 
stepped or tabled depending on the region under 
consideration. Yet, where they occur, nineteenth- or 
early twentieth-century pliotographs show thatch 
with turf covering to the skelvs. This is particularly 
the case in the crow stepped regions. One possible 
explanation is that the crowsteps provided a firm base 
on which to establish tlie turf covering to the skews. 

12.22 Timber Bargeboards 

An alternative to the raised masonry skew was the 
timber bargeboard. By using a bargeboard to edge 
the thatch at the skew, water landing on the upper 
surface could pass down the inner face to where it 
corresponds to the outer face of the gable and thus 
escape without danger of penetrating or soaking the 
masonry. 

12.23 Flush Skews 

Basically this is the same detail as the flush eaves 
detail at item 12.12 wvith only a small amount of the 
thatching material carried over the top edge of the 
skew to direct water over the joint behveen roofing 
material and wvall. 

12.24 Angled Thatch Forming 
Overhang at Skews 

This is not a common detail in Scotland, particularly 
on traditional thatches, because of its vulnerability to 
wvirid damage. Tlie detail is to be found occasionally 
on Arts and Crafts style buildings and some recent 
re-thatching by English thatchers. The detail is most 
usually found on Cottage Orn6 thatches. 

The usual way of achieving this detail is to turn 
medium length bundles of reeds at an angle of 45 
degrees to eaves and skewv, gradually straightening 
the eaves course bundles until they are running with 
the roof pitch. The skew bundles remain at the 
original angle but as the thatching progresses up tlie 
roof, the butts are dressed in the normal way to 
conceal tlie direction of the straw. Further detailed 
information can be obtained in the Rural 
Development Commission publication 69: The 
Thatchers Craft, which is regularly republished. 
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12.25 Rolled Overhanging Skews 12.32 Dormers in Roof Pitch 
Thatclled buildings in south \vest Scotlantl are often Dormer wvintlon~s set into the pitch of the roof I~ave 
finished nit11 overl~anging skews constn~ctcd in the similar problems to wallllead dormers at the sides. 
form of n tllatcll roll or bottle tied I~ack to the roof They have the atltlitionnl problem of carrying tlle 
stn~cture hut forming protection for tlle ske\v fro111 thatch over the roof pitch below the nindonrs. As 
water penetration ant1 wind damage. Essentially the wit11 the wallhead tlormers in section 12.3111 it is 
rolled skew forms the sanle type of\\ind protection important to repeat the details already usetl. 
as the timber 1)argel)oarrl. Similarly this is a detail normally associated \\it11 the 

Cottage Orne or tlle Arts and Crafts Xlovement and 

12.26 Turf Skews ne\t7 dormers of tl~is type sliould be discouraged 
~mless in one of the two I~~lilding styles noted above. 

Turf is often used as a finish to the skc\vs of both These tlor~ners are also susceptible to rot in the 
mnsonn and turf n*alled stn~ctrlres. The t ~ ~ r f  usecl for valleys on the north side of a roof. 
this purpose takes the form of large thin divots set to 

\['hen dormers are fotmtl in traditional tllatches they cover the joint I)et\veen thatcl1 and \\,all ancl 
overlapping each otl~er to ensure sufficient deptll of tend to be for~netl within the deptli of the tl~atch 

material to \vaterproof the joint. Tlle tletnils covering, causing as little variation to the weatl~er 
surface as possil~le in mucli the same \my as the from region to region but cro\\.steps Inay reflect the 
wvallliead dormers descri1)ed in section 12.31~1. stepping of masonr). where thicker turf was usetl aatl 

a secure seating \tTils required. 
12.33 Rooflights 

W I N D O W S  Roofligllts are Inore common in traditional thatches 
111lt onlj. in specific areas. These are of two t)Tes: a) 

12.3 1 Wallhead Dormers tl~ose set into t l ~ e  base of traditional random 
tl~atches: b) tliose set into directional thatches. 

\tTallhead dormers take twvo main forms: a) tl~ose t l~at  
can be accommotlntetl ,\,itllin tile pitcl, of tile a) TIiose set into nuldo~n thatclies are always 

weatller surface: and 1,) tllose tllat reqllire a positioned towards the bottom end of the pitch and 

considera1)le change of roof pitch. overhang the series of short timbers forming a soldier 
course on the walllleatl. Tlris eliminates the problem 

a) \\'allhead tlorlners that call be accolnmotlatetl of \\reatlIering tllc roof lidlt by creating 
Within the pitcl1 of tllc \17eathered snrface often Ilave at the least lyllneral)]e point on tile roof. 
a \\aterproof surface sucll as a flagstone, slleet Ientl, 
slates or tiles to any penetrating ollt over Tlle roof light can wr). from a simple frame 1iit11 an 

the head of tile (lOrlner. Tllis is less essential \litll oiled calf skin stretcllrtl over it to form a translucent 

strm, tllntc]les as the natural \vcatller ~llrfic1" to standilr(1 cast-iron roof lights 

surfnce, fro,,, the tlllltcll projection to ,veatller llianuf:lct1lred to be use(1 in slate roofs. 

pitch, provides additional deptll at this point. Either 13,,,jng tllatclling the roof ligllt is protected by a 
way the fixing techniql~e remains stnntlard but t l ~ e  loose turf the size tile roof ligllt, ~l~~ thatcll is 
thatch is finisl~etl to a tlifferent line. forn~etl without consitleriltion for the roof Iidlt 

b) \i711en tile \l.alllle:,rl is carried to tile position. It'llen the roof is cotnplete, metal needles 
\indo\\, causing a considernl,le cllange in tile "re  led tllrougll the roof, from the inside, on 
pitch over the xvintlo\i: this often creates prol)le~~ls at either side of the roof ligllt to allo\v the thatcher to 

the sides of tile tlOrlner. Tile sitles l,e tllatclletl Ioc:~te tlle roof light. The net is lifted and the thatch 

or may be in otller material. \\qlatcvcr tile l)l~rrowecl into and puslled to the edges of tlie hole 

probleln it is to tile solution alrenc!\. t11:lt is required to remove t l ~ e  protective turf. Tlre 

adopted keeping \isrlal cllnnge to a ~ l ~ i ~  is sides of the opening are weiglltetl wit11 stones driring 

a detail normally associatetl nit11 tile Cottage Ornt. o r  tlle ro!2i11g Process to cOml)letc l)rotection. 

the Arts and Crlzfts hlovemcnt. New dor~ners of tllis 1,) noof lights set into (lirectional tl,atcll are 
type sl~ollltI be tliscouragetl unless in one of the two norlnally cnst-iron t)Tes ~ , , ~ t  glaze, timber 
building styles noted al)ove or in a ne\\' I)uil(l framed types are also found. Tlle directional thatdz 
situation. forms a drip into the glass and the sides are protected 

\t7hen a series of tllese (lOrlners is constructetl on tile l)y secret gutters. Ratl~cr then continue the thatch 

side of a the resllltallt valleys are (low~n the slope from the l~ottom of the roof light, n 

,.,llneral,le rot as tile sull strip of slate, sheet metal or corrr~gatetl iron is often 

blocked by tlle dormer at eitlter end. 11sed to make tlie flashing under the roof light easier 
to cletail. 
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12.43 Masonry Flues RAINWATER DISPERSAL 

The chimney stack from a masonry flue, or even a 
clay flue, is normally constnicted in brick rather than 
stonework. This is particularly true in the sandstone 
areas of the country wvllere the poor quality of some 
of the sandstones, combined wvitll the effects of the 
flue gasses, changes of temperature and rapid 
wetting and drying combine to cause the matriv of 
the stone to decompose. On early buildings the 
bricks are usually hand made and shallow in depth. 

Masonry 
chimneyhead with 
chimney pot fitted 

with spark arrestor. 

By tlie nineteenth centuly the bricks are of similar 
proportions to modem bricks. 

12.5 1 Gutters 

Tlie main reason for collecting water from a thatclled 
roof is not to protect the house walls nor those 
passing underneath but to augment the water supply 
in those areas where drought was experienced in the 
summer, prior to the introduction of a mains water 
supply. 

The method employed was to construct a simple V- 
shaped gutter by butt-jointing two boards along their 
length and supporting this under tlie eaves on an 
adjustable bracket. The bracket had to be adjustable 
to allow the gutter to be removed for re-thatching or 
redressing works. It also had to be capable of moving 
inwards or outwards to accommodate the new line of 
the thatch after the above operations or to move 
gradually closer to the wall as the edge of the thatch 
weathered back. 

Short gutters of this type were sometimes erected 
\vliere the thatch projected over the door lintel of a 
single storey house. They simply discharge to one 
side. 

There are slight variations in the design and 
construction of these timber gutters. The inner 
surface was sometimes tarred as was the butt-joint 
but generally they remained simple and expendable. 

Penetration of rain down the face of tlie chimney 
stack is reduced by the introduction of projecting 
weathering courses on a11 four faces, either in the 
form of corbelled brick, tile, slate or flagstone. This 
throws the water out over the thatch where it wvill be 
conveyed to the eaves. Sometimes this only occurs on 
the downslope face of the chimney to coincide with 
the point where the weather face meets the chimney 
and tlie side faces are finished wit11 a lime concrete or 
cement fillet to perform the same function. 

Chimney cans should be fitted wit11 wire mesh spark 
arrestors. 

12.44 Vent Pipes \\ 
Soil, waste and other ventilation pipes penetrating 
the thatch should be fitted wvith a lead skirt designed 
to slip between the layers of thatch and carry water 
approaching tlie pipe froin above, or coming down 
the face of the pipe, round the obstruction and back 
onto the weather surface. 

12.45 Aerials 

Aerials for radio or television taken through a 
tliatched roof should run slightly up-hill through the 
thatch to prevent forming a route for the ingress of 
water. 

4 Gladgate, 
Auchtermuchty. Fife. 

V-shaped timber 
guner fined to 
adjustable bracket 
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42 Arnol, Lewis, fmrn 
the east 

42 Arnol, Lewis, 
securing the thatch 
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13 
CASE STUDIES 

13.0 1 42 Arnol, Lewis As the straw is laid on the roof in a rnntlomly 
scllttered loose form and the whole roof Ilas to be 

The IIistoric Scotland blackl~ol~se at 42 Amol is a11 covered hefore the weighting nets and ropes are 
example of a random t).pe oat-stra\v that cl^ ovcr a applied, it is essential to cnrry out the work in 
sub-stratum of heather turf. comparatively still nreatlier. This is not always easy to 

~ 1 , ~  bllilding colnp,-ises hvo pnrnllel sllilrins a achieve in tlie changeable climate of the 1Iel)rides 

mutllal wall, Tile mrltual forlns tile i111c1 certain precautions have to be taken. Rain is not 

bet\veen tile hvo roofs and is constnlcted to slle(l tile a problem for the tl~atcliers but the change in nind 

\\rater to either end. Tile (1islIetl surfilce tile speed innncdiately before the rain arrives clln cause 

h .  roofs is lligller in tile centre tllan at tile t\\ro entls prol~lems or total clisaster unless steps are taken to 

and tile n r l l o l e  of tile gutter tile esposetl secure tlie loose stri~w until the \kind speed returns to 

wallheads are \vaterproofe(l \\illl 150111m layer normal. As a result each ]louse has a landmark in the 

blue clay protected frolrl the elelnents a 100lllm distance that is n~atched for signs of an approaching 

thickncss of li\ing grass trlrf that trlrlls Ilp tile solider sql~all. As the lantlmark changes \isildy or disappears 

course of roof rouncl base of the roof the straw is secured temporarily until after tile squall 
has passed. 

42 Arnol, Lewis. 
Western Isles. Tratlitionally, tl~atcl~ing was a community activity and 

the larger tlie workforce available tlie easier and 
Diagram showing faster the proceeded. Tliis was especially true 

method ofjointing 
. grass turfon the \vhen the net was applied because the comparatively 

exposed wallheads. !lea\?: second-hand drift nets had to be s~~pported 
, . * , clear of the tllatclr l~efore being gently lon~ered into ... *. : . - .  . , . . ,  . .  . position. T l ~ e  lighter wveigl~t of the nylon net usecl in . . 

. - - .  . S .. .:. . - 7  . . . F.. ' -; t l ~ e  Historic Scotlantl rethatching made it possible 
' .  . _ .  _ . . .  . ,. . for the net to be applied by only sis men supporting 

tlle weight of the net and lioltling it clear of the roof 

The living turf of tile \\ra1llleads lnust be consideretl on extentled pitch forks. A six-man team is the 

as part of tlie thatching system as it is ~ ~ s e t l  to contlllct lninilnuln requirement for Inany of the other 

the water froln tile roof to tile olltsi(le filce of tile thatclling activities. \Vhen tllatclling the roof pitch 

To ncllie\re this tile tllrf lnust be of even the arrangement is t\vo men thatclling \\it11 three 

tIlickness, laid to a kl]1 \\it11 all joints forlnctl a 45 men breaking open the bales and carqing the straw 

degree lap to encourage tile water to f l o \ \ r  over, to the fo~~r t l l  man who slipplies the tllatchers from 

than into, the joint. tlre wallheatl. \\'lien working on the ridge, one man 
thatches, one man on the ridge catches the stra\v and 

The turf sub-stratum covers the majority of the sl:~ts p,sses it to tile tllatcller, hvo lnen on tile \\.allllead 
comprising the secondary roof stnlcture. It is formed tllron, lIIIntlles of stralv to men on tile ridge 
using lapped Ileather tun.es placed on tlle roof \\it11 ,,,,l t,,,o lnen break (lolLrn lIales and supply 
the vegetation side to the interior. These are not fisetl Inell on walllleatl. roping tile tllatc.l it is 
in any \\.ay but rely on friction to maintain their Ilecessav llaVe one man on ridge, (lirecting 
position. At 42 Arnol the tr~rf su11-stratum covers all h,,o o,le on eacll n,alllleatl. 
but four s~nall sections of the roof: one to either side 
of the ridge above the fire in tile kitelien and one to Thatclling starts at the hipped encl\vllere the roof net 

side of the ridge at tile ll iP end of tile rooln. is I:litl out. The thatcller stands \\it11 his toes against 
Other Arnol blackllouses had different the upturned wallllead turf at the edge of the roof. 
configurations based on the alnount of tllatcll to Straw is Iianded to the thatcher in armfuls and he 

eacll year as fertilizer for tile potato crop. sprinkles this on the roof starting at his feet and 

\Vllatever tile arrangement it is essential to have a compacting it between the roof slope and his shins. 

complete cover of turf at tile ritlge, to pro\i(Ie sklfe As the thatch begins to build up above his knees lie 

footing for the tllotcller colllpletillg tile Ilpper part of leans towards the roof slope continuing the 

the thatch, ant1 at tile I~ottom of the roof pitell, sprinkling and co~npacting process \\rorking up the 

lapping tile grecrl turf of tile \Klllllead \\.llere it turrls body as lie leans fr~rther into the roof eventually 

up the soldier corlrse. using a broom handle to assist liirn in the compacting 
ant1 to achieve tlie desired line. Tliis continues till a 

\\'lien turfing is colnplete tile fire is lit to drive fi1lly colnpactecl exists tile tllntcller 
the golloclis (eanligs) from the turf. The roof is then tile roof from llis toes to cllest ancl over to tile 
ready to take t l ~ e  straw coating. ridge. On completion of each section the thatclier 
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reaches behind him and lifts a stone to form the temporary roping but is mucli more accurate in 
soldier course round the base of the thatch. Each terms of line and spacing. The roping starts at one of 
stone is placed and kicked against the thatch to hold the thatching sticks. The rope is tied to the stick by 
it in position and prevent its moving during the the master thatcher and a length of coir paid out to 
remainder of the thatching process. The assistant one of the two men fixing the stones. The man inserts 
thatcher begins the same process immediately to the a stone into the curve of the rope and the rope is 
left of the thatcher. The thatch can only be tensioned by the thatcher until the stone is 
completed to the same height as the thatchers chin approximately four to six inches (100-150mm) above 
and a line over to the ridge. When this is done both 
thatchers move one place to the left, the assistant , -1 -. 42 Arnol. Lewis. 

/ 
/ 

thatcher beginning the process again as the principal \ Western Isles. 

thatcher finislies the section that the assistant has just 1 / /\ \ 
/ ,  

/' ', \ 
vacated. It is essential that the same thatcher Diogmmmatic section 

I /  \ \ through houselbyre 
completes the whole roof as the final shape of the h showing 
roof is dependant on the thatchers technique and moximum~minimum 

body shape as he is using his body as a form of roof pitches and 

flexible template. This process continues round the outline of completed 
. thatch. 

entire roof eventually marrying up with the starting 
section. A short ladder is used to gain access from the 

A / \ 
Section through 

wallhead to the ridge. The thatcher stands at the end / ,  external walls. 
of the ridge over the folded net. The straw is passed / , 

\ 

to the thatcher \v110 sprinkles it on the ridge in front / \ 
/ , 

of him using the broom handle to marry the crown to 
tlie line of the thatch. The thatch at the crown is 
finished to the knee height of the thatcher, or higher 
over the sl~allo~v pitch of the byre gradually reducing 
to knee height over the house. After the thatching is 
completed the roof is covered with the net and the 
soldier course of stones is put in place over the edges Section showing 

typicol roof truss and 
of the net. purlins. 

At this stage the roof is temporarily roped to allow it 
to settle prior to the final roping. The temporary 
roping starts at one hip. A plank is held in position 
above the soldier course and a length of coir is 
attached to one end. The coir is then passed over the 
thatching stick, back down the roof, round the plank, 

Section showing roof 
back round the thatching stick and so on till the coir slots over purlins. 
is tied off at the other end of the plank. This is 
repeated right round the roof passing the coir back 
and fonvard across the ridge of the house to planks 
on either side of the roof. The roping is controlled by 
the principal thatcher who stands on the ridge with 
the ball of coir under his arm. He passes sufficient 
coir down to either side keeping the strain on the 

Section showing gross 
rope by standing on the last tightened strand. When turf over wollheods 
the temporary roping is completed the roof is left to and turning up 

settle. As this happens the net should be constantly soldier course. 

checked and tightened under the soldier course to 
prevent the thatch bulging over the top of the stones. 
Hollo\vs in the thatch sliould be teased out, after 
lifting the net, and beaten back to the line of the roof. 
Temporary roping of this type is used as a 

Section showing 
conservation tool to reduce the length of time spent heather turf over 
on the roof. Traditionally, large planks such as slotr ond turning 

scaffold boards were not available and the technique down over soldier 

described below for final roping would have been course. 

used in each phase. 

After the roof lias settled the permanent roping is 
carried out. This is undertaken in the same way as the 
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the soldier course. The tension is held by the 
thatcher's foot. The Inan on tlie wallliead flips the 
stone over side\vays to make a half liitcli on tlie rope 
and the tliatcher lowers a length of coir to the other 
\\nllliead man who repeats tlie process. As the two 
malll~ead men \vork round tlie liip tlie thatcher takes 
total control. He becomes the only person who can 
assess if the balance of the stones is correct. He is 
also tlie person \\rho determines the line of tlie ropes 
over tlie ridge. The process is carried on along the 
whole length of the roof and tlie coir is tied off on the 
opposite crow stick. After the roping is satisf"~ctorily 
completed and the thatclier is satisfied \\it11 the line 
of the roof, the horizontal roping takes place. Here 
the thatcher attnclies tlie coir to a large stone at one 
side of a roof wvintlo\v, using a clove hitch with a half 
hitch, the loose end being tucked behind the stone. 
The coir is angled up to a hanging stone about tliree 
stones to tlie left and is taken in a turn round the 
vertical coir just above the stone. This is repeated a11 
the way round tlie roof ensuring tliat the turn is 
formed in the same way each time wit11 the loop 
to\vards the roof and t l ~ e  main coir running 
horizontally. It is taken three stones past the first 
stone to be fived and tlie end secnred and tucked in 
under the hanging stone. This leaves the hip roping 
to complete. It is clone in mucl1 the same way as 
roping tlie bottom of tlie vertical ropes but it runs at 
an angle round tlie hip to secure this vulnerable area. 
The coir is placed in the centre of the hip about a foot 
(300mm) above tlie lianging stones and taken to each 
side to tlie first vertically hanging rope clear of the 
crow stick. It is tied off at this part and the coir is held 
in position by having been passed through a series of 
turns taken in tlie vertical ropes. These can be 
adjusted to give a t n ~ e  line to tlie hip rope. The 
process is repeated al)ollt six inches (150mm) above 
the first liip rope n~nning parallel to it and being tied 
off at tlie horizontal rope as before. This is repeated 
up the whole of the hip. The spacing given here is for 
an Arnol type roping system and does not necessarily 
hold good for other to\vnsliips in Le\vis. 

The straw used is oat straw. This is the traditional 
material but unfortunately it is not produced in the 
traditional nray Proble~ns have been encountered: 
\vith poor qualih straw tliat deteriorates quickly - the 
result of the use of concentrated nitrate fertilisers: 
wit11 unthreslied ears of corn that germinate and 
grou7 on the roof; and \\it11 the varieties of oats 
available. Traditionally tlie oats grown in Lewis had a 
long tough fibrous stem; it \\,as grow\- in sandy soil, 
was pt~lled ratlier than cut and only the root and the 
bottom seventeen to nineteen inches (430-480mm) 
of tlie stem was used for thatching. It is hoped a 
contract will be let in the near fnture to ensure that 
an adequate supply of tliatcli organically grown 
traditional vnrieties, harvested and handled in the 
appropriate manner, \\ill be available to maintain this 
roof. 

42 Arnol, Lewis. 
Western Isles. 

Section showing 
portion of thatch 
formed from 
wallheads. 

Section showing 
thatch as colmpleted 
from the ridge. 

Diagram showing 
configuration of 

Diagrams showing 
method of forming 
ground rope to 
inclined rope system. 
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Each year the ropes and net ~ n r ~ s t  be retnoved ancl and forming chair seats. It is slightly shorter than the 
tlie \vliole roof top dressed with twwro inches of fresli conitnon rush which growvs abundantly at 1)otli Keills 
stranr. This becomes the \\~eatlier coat that \withstands and Knockrome, but tlie ease of \vorking with tlie 
tlie vibration set up by the wind. The roof must then soft nlsli made it \worthwhile lian~esting at some 
be re-netted and re-roped as described above. distance from the two towvnsliip sites. Although many 

jobs in tlle crofting townships were communal 
Complete re-thatching should only take place if tlie 

activities, when it came to gathering thatching 
roof becomes too heavy or if the thatch fails. 

tnaterials each household acted independently. 

42 Arnol, Lewis, Heather, or more occasionally reed (Phragmites 
Western Isles. commnnis), was sometimes used at the skews and 

Diagrams showing 
eaves under the rush top coat to act as a 

additional restraint reinforcement to prevent the ends of the thatch 
ropes round hipped being broken off by the wind. 

ends. 
The n ~ s h  thatch was applied to the roof starting at the 

L A  l r 
L, ./,./..- 

bottom right corner of each pitch. The first course at 
the eaves was applied \with tlie cut end donnwards all 
tlle courses above that were laid with the pointed end 
dowwmwvards. The thatch is laid on loose and adjusted 
by tlte thatcher to form an even thickness. Neither of 
the traditional thatchers on Jura had ever started 
from scratcli but had only top dressecl existing 
thatches. 

After the tliatcli was placed to the thatchers 
satisfaction it was secured by a series of horizontal 
heather ropes stretched across the roof pitch from 

~uh skewv to skewv. The rope was secured to pins set in the 
gable parallel to the line of the skewv. These pins 
varied in type and form from timber pegs and metal 

13.02 Knockrome and Keills, Jura, pins to second-hand horseshoes wedged into the 
masonry. The horizontal ropes were normally hvo to 

Argyll tliree years old. New rope wvas used from eaves to 

The Isle of Jura lla(i, until recently, a distinctive eaves across the roof. These were attached to weights 

tllatching tradition associated a particular just al~ove eaves level at the base of either pitch. The 

appearance resulting from the of roping and \\,eiglits \\!ere normally regular sized stones, on Jura 

the failure of the older ropes. This \\,as first recorded these mere pieces of slate about the same size, or 

by ~~~~~l~ ~~~k~ in the century and was slightly larger than a thin brick, that is 220-300mm 

used in a distorted form by Tl~otnas Pennant, Sir long, 100-150 lnln deep and 50-80mm thick. 

B'1nister Rev Budge and "lin Tile oltler ropes nlnning llorizontally across the roof 
Sinclair. Adela IVright and the Royal Comlnission on pitc,l often gave springing back into snake-like 
tlie Ancient and Historic hlonuments of Scotland forlns tllnt gave the Jura llouses distinctive 
have recorded more recent practice. character. 

The structure normally consisted of raised cruck Once tile tllatcll base \vas established it \vas common 
trusses \\it11 purlins, although some of the lesser to tllatcll half the roof every year rather than risk 
spans were almost flat composite beams rather than lIeing to (lo wvllole roof evev hvo y hi^ 

crucks. The secondary roof structure wvas remarkably and reduced the element ofrisk 
liglrt being 20-40mm "ground sllollld tlie weather prevent thatching in any 
willo\v" oziers running from eaves to ridge. The sub- p:lrticulilr 
stratum to tlie thatch was heather turf cut from areas 
ofsllort lleatller g r o ~ i n g  on a rougll peaty soil. Tllese Tlte thatch was applied on a still day and secured as 

were in large slabs about 3Omm thick. soon as each ~ i t c l i  was completed. 

Tile tIlatclling lnaterial 1x1s rushes. "soft rusll" or More recently wire netting has been used to retrain 

"~oose-flowere~ rusll" (Juncus eff6sus) preferred the thatch. The netting was unrolled and cut to form 

to the nlsll" (Juncus cong~omeratus) as it panels running from eaves to eaves across the width 

was easier to place on the roof, being less slippery. of the roof. The netting had to be applied carefully to 

This was not surprising as Juncus efffisus \\,as the woid damage to the loose thatch. The weights, 

preferred in areas of Britain for plaiting usllally a continuous iron bar made from straightened 
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Keills, Jura, Argyll. Knockrome, Jura. 
Argyll. 

Detail of raised 
cruck, turfbeam Sections through cort 

Ftung, turf shed showing "fiat" 
substratum and mof trusses. 

thotch. 

Knockmrne, Jura. 
Argyll. 

Sections through cart 
shed showing "flot" 

mof trusses. 
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Knockmme, lure, 
Argyll. 

Sections through cart 
shed showing "flot" 

mof trusses. 

Knockrome. lura, 
Argyll. 

Sections through cart 
shed showing "flot" 

roof trusses. 

Knockmme, luro. 
Argyll. 

Sections through can 
shed showing "flat" 

roof trusses. 
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iron cart-wvlieel tyres wvere applied just al~ove t l ~ e  
eaves. The bar could be fed tl~rough some of the 
loops of the chicken wire or could be \\<red in 
position with thin galvanised wire. T l ~ e  individual 
panels wvere also wired together to form a continuous 
mesh as any gap was wlneral~le to damage by the 
wind. In exposed situations additional wveights and 
anchorage points were used. 

13.03 Round Hay Ricks or  Straw 
Stacks 

Rick or stack construction is subject to the same local 
variations as thatcl~es for buildings. This said, there 
are some sound principles that apply to the larger 
ricks and stacks found on the majority of improved 
farms. These are sc,t out belowv. 

The circular base should be clearly defined prior to 
commencing. If the material is hay, the layers should 
be kept as even as possible. Each layer sl~ould be 
fractionally larger in circumference than the one 
below resulting in a stack a little \wider at the eaves 
than at t l ~ e  base. \l7l1en the intended lieiglit is 
reached the top should be tested for level before the 
conical roof is formed. Creating a symnietrical cone 
is possibly the most skilful part of the rick. 
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The cone is thatched by applying the material in 
lanes starting at the eaves and working to the apex 
before moving the ladder for the next lane. Each lane 
should be from eighteen to twenty-four inches (450- 
600mm) wide at the eaves and taper to a few inches 
wide at the apex. As each yealm of thatching material 
is applied it should be spread to an even thickness: 
possibly six inches (1501nm) at the eaves and 
al)proxiniately four inches (100mm) above that. The 
second yealm should overlap the upper two-thirds of 
the bottom yeal~n and so on to achieve a fairly even 
thickness of that cl^. Ensure that each yealm follows 
tlle same line as the yealm to its right. 

Fasten dowvn thatch using raip and scob inserting the 
scobs into tlie body of each yealm rather than into 
the joints. The last lane must be laid with the left 
hantl, the ladder resting on the completed thatch. 

The thatch should be worked off at the top as a finial 
or dolly, tlie pattern of this varying according to local 
tradition. 

The eaves may be left untrimmed or be trimmed 
according to local tradition. 

In particularly wvindy areas roping with weights is 
necessary rather than raip and scob. \krious hybrid 
techniques are also to be found. 
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

M a p  of Scotland 
showing main 

thatching regions. 

The regional distribution of thatching techniques 
presented below is based, not on a comprehensive 
field survey canied out at a particular period and to a 
standard set of criteria, but on survi\.ing 
documentary evidence, collected from a wide range 
of sources varying from casual observations h! 
interested but ill-informed tourists, through a group 
of educated but not necessarily practical reporters to 
estate factors and land surveyors. The information 
given should therefore be considered as a rough 
guide rather than a. a statement of fact and shor~ld 
not be used in arguments that might cause cl~anges 
to thatching types that have evolved naturally but 
perhaps as isolated exa~nples differing from the 
perceived regional nonn. 

The divisions arrived at through the process 
described above also appear to reflect a general 
reaction to the degree of wind exposure likely to be 
encountered. Thus we find heavily weighted 
externally restrained thatches in the Northern and 
\.Vestern Isles ant1 in exposed Mainland districts such 
as the flow country of Caithness and the north west 
Highlands. Lighter fornls of external restraint are 
found in the north east, the Central and Western 
Higlilands and into the south west. The secretly fixed 
thatches, sin~ilar in external appearance to those of 
England are to be found in the east and south east of 
Scotland. 

Regional distribution of 
thatching techniques 

Area I 

I Area : 
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Scotland basic wind speeds in 
metres per second (mls) 

HMSO Scotland G r q n p h n c  Cenve 2755 2/96 
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Scotland snow loading zones 
for flat roof structures also 

applicable to roped thatches 
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Thatches presen~ed undcr sheet metal 
particularly those coverecl in the first half of the 
nineteenth century arc mucl1 more valuable 
than any description. Similarly carly thatches 
surviving as sub-strata to 1:lter thatches are 
equally important. Each tllatch should be 
considercd independently and trcatccl 
according to  the evidence available for that 
particular 1,uilding. 

The reader sl~oultl also I)e a\Kue that not e\.eq.tliing 
done as part of the "natunll progression" was gootl 
for the tl~atch ant1 tllat many of the later 
"inno\rations" \\,ere totally ~~nsympfitl~etic to t l ~ e  

. - 

original principles and actually accelerated the 1now.e 
from t l~atc l~  to alternative roof coverings. Previor~s 
attempts to tlescribe regionill differences in tl~atcl~ing 
techriiqr~cs I~ave concentrated on the old county 
bountlaries as many of the early descriptions are 
taken from Board of Agricnlture reports, prepared 
on a county l~asis or from Statistical Accol~nts 
prepared for intliwiclual parisl~cs. This can give a false 
picture as n~ral  thatclles often differ from nrban 
examnles and tlle thatchet1 llol~ses occunied bv t l ~ e  

"clearances" and the type of building erected to 
house the "i~nproving" farmers and their employees 
wvo~~ld also 11nw.e a bearing on suniving thatches. 

Bearing tl~is in ~nind, it is intended to consider the 
country in seven main divisions. These are: 1- North: 
3 - Nortll-west IIighlands and Islands: 3- Central and 
Il 'ester~~ Highlands: 4 - North east: 5 - East Central: 
6 - Sontli-east: and S - Soutll-west. 

14.01 North 

This division comprises the Northern Isles and 
Caitliness. 

Little is knowm of urban tliatches in this area but 
n~ra l  tl~atcl~es utilise closely spaced simmens to 
restrain t l ~ e  thatcl~ing materials on rounded-profile 
gabletl roofs. These are nor~nally weighted by long 
thin pieces of flagstone. In some cases closely spaced 
simmens are used as a secondary structure to support 
tlie tllatch. Generally external heather simmens are 
used to restrain the thatch, wvllereas those used as a 
secondar). roof stnictlire are made from straw. 

gentry w\,ould bear little relationship to those The most common thatch in the recent past has been 
occnpietl by small far~iiers clntl crofters. iicceptance straw over turf but eel grass, seaweed, nisli and 
of this variation wwitliin eacli division is essential to lieatller are also knowvn as are turf roofs or turf over 
untlerstnndinc the suniwinc ewidence. Other factors flaas. 
also come into tlie crl~~ation. Tl~ese ]night inclr~de 

In Orlincy and Caithness flagstone is often used as a 
the general condition of l)r~iltlings prior to the 

secontlar). roof structure, thatched over with strawv, 
agriculturnl improve~nents ancl tlie subsequent 

eel grass, seawveed or turf ancl restrained with heather 
influences e~e r t ed  by tlle cst;~tes. The extent of any 

si~nmens wveighted with long thin pieces of flagstone. 

Byre, Bigon, 
Shetland. 

Showing turfgablet 
and skews. 
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Byre. Bigton, 
Shetland. 

Showing turfgablet 
and skews. 

Byre. Sullon, 
Shetland. 

Showing turfgablet 
and skews. 

Byre, Sullon, 
Shetland. 

Showing turf goblet 
and skews. 
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Loidhay, Dunbeoth, 
Caithness. 

Thatched crop house 
and barn. 

(RCAHMS - 
CAD12911) 

Laidhay, Dunbeoth, 
Caithness. 

Thatched crop house 
and barn. 

(RCAHMS - 
CAD12911) 

Site Plan: 64R = 1iws.(oppror.) 

' 1  : :--~m~art I 

.=. L-b L//' Shed. 
Site.  
of H c n  ol P;g house 

H WALL - UOLCING, 
&aid hgy, ~ u n  beo th, Cnith )less 
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Laidhay, Dunbeath, 
Caithness. P10.n t o  %5.,i! 11: =c-:;: 

Thatched crofi house 
and barn. 

(RCAHMS - 
CAD12911) 

O.,<:..l..; -,.. ; ..... .- .......... :.'d - I :  
- .  . 

. . .  . A .  ..L. &L--l.-.- - - 
S.E. elcvnyeI,. 

cdi&ncsr Slebs 
bedded 017 SW;( 

4i-r.1;i 
?t b c S C  

BARN. 

14.02 North-west Highlands and drystone to make the I~uiltlings more acceptable to 

Islands the lairds. 

This &\ision inclucles the IIcl)rides, Sutllerland, 
\\'ester Ross and Inverness-sl~ire nortli of the Glen 
hlhor, but escluding the coasti~l strip round the 
hloray and Beauly Firths. 

In the eigliteentll centun tllis \\,as an area of hipped- 
roofed turf-\valletl n~ra l  1)11iltlings nit11 occasional 
better class hol~ses. Clc:~r;lnces follo\ved 1)y the 
erection of nenr accom~notlntion for the "impro~ing" 
farmers and their nrorkforcc cl~anged the cllaracter of 
tlle mainland section to n Illore lowland cl~aracter, 
whilst tlle Hebrides and some of tlie coastal areas 
continued to adhere to oltlcr \.cr~iacl~lar principles 

The classifications atlopted by Colin Sinclair in the 
Tllntcherl ZZotrses of tlte Old ZZighlnnds is flawed 
in that it fails to recognise the complete range of 
t)pes. Si~nilarly Fenton consitlers s t r w  thatch to be 
the commonest tl~atcliing material in the n7estern 
Isles, 1)nt this \vas a late development. 

Tliis is an area wit11 a very wide range of thatching 
materials from the randomly placed eel grass, 
seaweed and straws to directional materials such as 
n ~ s h ,  ~narraln grass, I~eather, bracken, broom, iris and 
Inany otl~ers. Generally these thatches are rounded 
in form but nor~nally over an angular roof structure. 

particularly in Lc\vis nd~ere  tlie older building Traditional He1)ridean roping utilised heavy heather 
traditions sunivetl albeit \\,it11 a thin veneer of ropes \tit11 ~nininial spacing in much the same way as 

14.02 42 Arnol, 
Lew~s, Western Isles. 

Completed house 
showing completed 
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roping in the North division. To accommodate the This is the part of Scotland wvitli the richest source of 
liipped ends of the roof an inclined stick was attached surviving thatches although these are mainly under 
to the apex of each hip. These inclined back towards later sheet metal coverings. It is also the area with 
the ridge and provided a secure pivot for the hip the largest number of external influences as it abuts 
ropes. The rope type and spacing was similar to the five of the other six divisions. 
roofs in the north division but traditionally diagonal 
ropes were carried round the hip for extra security. 14.04 North east 

14.03 Central and Western This division includes: Banffshire: Buchan: Deeside: 
Laigh o'Moray: Black Isle and Easter Ross. 

Highlands 
There are two distinctive characters to the thatches 

This division includes: Inverness-shire s o ~ t h  of Glen in this division. The first is a roped form where the 
Mllor but excluding the coastal strip round the ropes form a regular large mesh net over the surface 
Moray Firth: Highland Perthshire: the Trossachs: of the thatch and are attached to pegs or pins at the 
Argyll: Bute and Arran. skews and eaves. The second is the top dressing form 

Generally the thatches are similar in external of clay thatch where liquid clay is used to build up a 

appearance to those of the north-west Highlands but \vaterproof surface. Wes can 'lso be 

there is a higher proportion of gabled roofs and more secretly fixed with clay or can be stob thatched. 

variety in the methods used to restrain the thatch. The roped types of thatch appear to be the older 
There are also a number of hybrid thatches where 9 e s  as they are more apparent in early 
thrusting techniques or even stitching is used as a than in recent finds and they also vary in form from 
secret fixing yet the thatch has external restraint for the type described above to the raip and scab 
additional security. 

Croft House, 
Braemar, 
Aberdeenshire. 

Roped thatch more 
typical of Central 
Highlands than 
North-east Scotland. 

(Aper GWW 
photograph E045 I )  

Buskhead, Glenesk 
Angus. 

Raip and scab 
restrained straw 
thatch mof: 

(After photograph in 
Glenesk Folk 
Museum) -.- -_ 

-1- -- -i ,- ----- --------, ----- - - - - - - - -  - - ,' :. - - --. - S 2  -- - , -- - -  ..----Q; - .-.:( . / ~ / l ~ , -  - - -  - . - - ---- --  -_ 
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,- 
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- 
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Fernfield, Urquhart, 
Momy. 

Clay thatched roof 

Rose Cottage, 
Uquharr, Moray. 

techniques that snrvived until recently in the glens of roof, through a range of stob thatching techniques to 
North Angus. thatch that was stitched in place. The number of 

stobing tools surviving in the north-east sugests that 
The top dressed clay tllatch could be over a range of tllis was commonest technique, particularly for 
fixings from tl~atcll weighted with clay within the patclling existing thatclles. 

Clay thatched maf 
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14.05 East Central The earlier straw thatches appear to have been 
pegged into position. Bottles of straw that cl^ bound 

This division includes: Stratlimore, Strathesrn: tlie .tl, a ,visp of strq . w slightly abo\,e the half way mark 
Carse of Gowrie: Fife: Kinross: Clacklnannnn and 

on the bundle were then placed on the roof. The 
the Carse of Stirling. 

pegs \\.ere pushed tl~rough the tie, at least two pegs 
This is known to have been an area of s t r w  tllatclles per bottle, into tlie turf sub strata. The pegs were 
until the end of the nineteenth centurywllen tile use angled to obtain maximum grip and tlie ends were 
of reeds from the reed beds on the River Tay qllickly covered by the next layer of bottles. In some 
slipersecled the earlier thatches. instances the straw thatch was left insitu when the 

Reed thatched roofs 
with concrete ridges. 

.. . . . - -. -- . - - .- .- -. . - 

. . - -. -. -. - . - - .. . .. - .- - - ~ - ~ ~  
~~ --- -- - .. 
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Conown School and 
Schoolhouse, St 

Madoes, Perthshire. 

Reed thatched roof 
with concrete ridge. 

weather surface was cllanged to reed. In these cases \\.as then laid using the full length of the reed and 
the reet1 wvas cut to eighteen incli lengths and simply \\.orking in two bundle lanes running from eaves to 
dressed at an angle tlirougl~ the existing thatch into ridge, each lane being completed before the next was 
the turf substratum. This \\'as left \\ithout additional started. Lanes were formed working across the roof 
restraint. pitch from right to left. 

In other instances the move to reed involved the Tliatclles in this division were ridged, the common 
complete removal of tlie straw thatched roof ridging materials being turf or mass concrete. 
including the turf substratlim. Tlle new reed tllatch 

Conown School and 
Schoolhouse, St 

Modoes, Perthshire. 
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Cottown School and 
khoolhouse. St 
Madoes, Perthshire. 

Reed thatched roof 
with concrete ridge. 

/ 

l ~ 
l 

14.06 South-east 14.07 South-west 

This division includes: the Lothians and the upland This division includes: Upper Strathclyde: Ayrshire: 
Border counties. Dumfriesshire and Gallowvay. 

In this area clay was used to coat tlie upper ends of This is an area wvllere the thatching techniques are 
the thatch to provide a secret fixing. Tl~is system of more closely related to those still practiced in 
thatching is recorded in Yorkshire in the seventeenth Ireland, Isle of Man and Pembrokeshire than to 
century and in south east Scotland in tlie eigllteenth those in the rest of Scotland. It is a wvindy region but 
century but the date of introduction to either of these is not subject to tlie exceptionally high winds 
regions is not known. encountered in the North and North west Highlands 

and Islands divisions. This is reflected in the type of 
Since the area is comparatively sheltered from the 

thatching adopted. The thatch is applied using the 
worst of the prevailing wvinds external restraint of 

stob thatching technique common in the East 
thatch is less common. Ridges, hips and skews are Central and South east divisions but is provided with 
protected with living grass turf creating a soft frame 

additional restraint in the form of scob and raip but 
to three sides of the roof pitch. does not normally require the netting, roping and 
Unfortunately no  traditional thatches survive heavy weighting cllaracteristic of divisions 14.01 and 
except under  sheet .metal. I t  must b e  stressed 14.02. This said, additional restraint can be obtained 
that these a re  of exceptional importance and in exposed situation, by attaching the ends of the 
should b e  given special protection. ropes or twine to pegs, pins or corbelled stones 

placed below the line of the eaves andlor skewv. 
Stob thatching techniques are also known 
particularly for repairs or for lower class roofs. Thatches top-dressed with clay are also known in this 

area, particularly towards central Scotland. These 
The surviving thatches in the region are all imported are mainly used in terrace situations and the 
styles such as Jock Brough's re-thatching of Swanston surviving examples are again under sheet metal. 
in the 1950s. 
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Ponern Book designs 
from the early 

nineteenth century, 
from South-east 

Scodond. 

No 2. Gabled roof 
with turf ridge. 

Pattern Book designs 
from the early 

nineteenth century. 

No I .  Hipped roof 
with turfridge and 

peans. 
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South-west Scotland 
Paton Cottage, 
Torthorwold. 
Dumfriesshire. 

Straw thatched roof 
with skew roll. 

RCAHMS - 
DFDII 0811 
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I S 
PIBAILtJTEDJFA[+JCE REPPJR 

15.0 1 General Precautions A thatched roof \\it11 n pitclr in esccss of 4 5  degrees 
in a warm dry climate sllor~ltl have a life espectancy 

Thatch sl~ollltl never 1)e snl~jectctl to  point loads ant1 
car(: sl~oultl I)e tnkcn to ensure tllat cl~iltlren, atlults, 
anitnals, latltlers iund other hea\?  ol~jects arc kept Ileml - 40 to SO years 

a\\.ay from t l ~ e  roof unless al)solrltely necessaly ant1 \\'heat Reed - 25 to 40 years 
then, ollly in controlletl co~ltlitions. 

1,ong Striiw - 12 to 20 years 
All tradesmen visiting the llouse, including 
 inclo cl on. and tllose in t11e service Tllese figures would be reduced 1)). 30 to 40 per cent 

industries, sl~oulcl I,c \rarned of the in a nliltl wet climate, 1)). a fur t l~er  10 to 20  per cent 
\~~lner:lbility of t l~atcl~ to point loads and impact for pitelles from 40 to 45 degrees ancl 1)y 20 to 50  per 
damage. cent for pitcliesbet\\~een 30 to 40 tlegrees. 

This means that the life cupectancy of a slack pitclled 
1 5.02 Regular Inspection roof in the sou t l~  \vest IIighlands, \vhere a mild \\,et 

climate prevails, colild be up to 90 percent lower 
It is essential that tl~ntch 1 ~ .  regr~larly inspected for 

than the figr~res gi\,ell al)ove. That is: 
pl~ysicnl tla~nage and gencral tleterioration. This is 
particul~~rly importiu~~t after an). fort11 of roof \vorks IZectl - 4 to S years 
inclutling n~orks  to  cllirnne!~llciids, c l l i~nney 

\\'l~ent Reed - 2.5 to 4 years 
s\\veping, painting contracts, \vititlo\v clearling o r  
after storm contlitions. Long Stl-a\jr - 1.5 to 1.8 years 

Any srldtlell sinking of tile tvcatl~er coat \\rl~r,tl~er at i idd to t l~is  tllr. effvct of n sl~adctl sitc nzllere moss 
the ridge or  on tlle roof pitcl1 sllol~ltl I)c investigated gron~th \\~o~ultl 1)e cspected and a rectl roof can fail 
by a sr~ital~l! cjr~alifictl tl~ntcllcr. IIoles mntle by after only onc year. This tnnkes any of tllr three mtijor 
nesting I~irds or 1)). \.c.rmin sllor~ltl fillctl :is soon as t l~a tc l~ ing  teehniql~es generally 11set1 in England 
possi l~lr  as tlicy f o r ~ n  a nrcah- point in storm totall!, unecotlomic in tlle Ilighlands and Islands of 
contlitio~ls o r  migl~t colonisc(1 l)? larger I~irtls. Scotlantl mitl explains tile sl~niviil of ir~espensivc 11ut 

l~igll maintenance tllatclles in these \\.et areas. 
Tlle thatcher migl~t I)c tllc. I ~ o l ~ s e  occup;int in Inan\- 
Highlantl arltl Isla~ltl sitriations or cor~ltl I)e a clrlnlified 
thatcher in ~ n o s t  lo\\~l:i~id situations. 15.04 Mosses, Lichens and Fungal 

Minor works c:~rriecl out \vl~en ;I problem first Growths 
manifests itself tnny avoicl t l ~ c  necd for major Tllc prol,lelns licllen frungus on 

\vorks a few months, or even \reeks, later. tliatcl~etl roofs is discussed in item 3.02. hIoss can be 

removed pllysically o r  treated \\.it11 cl~etnical sprays 
15.03 Natural Deterioration 1)ut little is known of the effects of these cliemicals on 

tlre life expectancy of t l ~ e  tliatcl~. Cllemical 
E l~gl i s l~  tllatcl~ers tent1 to ecluatc t l ~ c  projectetl life of treatments are affectetl by the weather kind warm 
n thatell to: the steepness of tlte roof; the tlnmess of clamp conditions \\ill result in faster re-estal~lisl~ment 
the ditn;ite; and the expoillre of the roof to 1)otll SIIII of tile Or licllen tlli,ll a ventili,teil clr). 
ant1 \\intl. T l ~ e  argunient I~eing t l~at :  t l ~ e  steep roof location. 
s l~eds  \vater cpickly; the tit? climate zmtl exposure to 
sun ancl nintl keeps the tllntcll t l n  and prevents tlle D o  not climb on tlle tllatclt to sprluy or  remove moss 
gro\\.tl~ of Inoss. o r  fnngi. See items 15.01 ant1 15. 

This is I~usetl on tlie ol)set-\.ation tll;it any part of the 
tllntch protectet1 from sl~rfhcc \vatclr S I I ~ \ V S  little or 15.05 Pest Damage 
no signs of (leterioration over ;l prolonge(1 p ~ i o ' l .  Dalnagc birds sllorlltl lie dealt as a 

Tllese principles lloltl gootl for lo\ylalltl t]lntc]les in possible but is easy to  repair. Rotlent (lamage is Inore 

Scotlantl nltllougll Scots I-oof pitcllcs ten(] tlifficult to  trace ancl to repair as they can cltew t l~e i r  

to lIe ]on.er. Tllis Inay relLkte to \ I l lneral l i ] i~ to \\ind \vay in any direction under the \\,eatller coat of the 

damage or it result from tile roof pitclles lIeing tllatcl~. This is particularly tla~naging in thatclles \\it11 

set at a time \\,llcn stol) tllatcll \vas comlnonp]ace as concealed fisings. Repair work slloultl be carried out 

the roof pitch tentls to  steepen (Illring routine 11)' a suitably co~npetent  tllatcher. 

maintenance \\.itl~ the application of sl~ccessive 
layers. 
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15.06 Fire Protection 

Thatch by its very nature is a combustible material 
therefore it is important to reduce the risk of fire to 
an absolute minimum. Precautions are a matter of 
common sense but those in doubt should consult the 
local Fire Prevention Officer. 

Precautions should include: 

(a) Keep dry-powder fire extinguisher in kitchen. 

(b) CO2 or water fire extinguishers in other areas of 
house. 

(c) Ensure that solid fuel appliance flues are swept 
regularly: at least twice a year for appliances in 
regular use. 

(d) Fit spark arrestors to chimney cans and check 
that these are overhauled or replaced each time 
the flue is swept. 

(e) Check the condition of flues particularly within 
the roof space to ensure that there is no leakage. 
The most dangerous area is where the flue 
passes through the thatch and this area should 
receive special attention during re-thatching or 
thatch repairs. 

(0 Ban all naked flames in roof space. This must 
include smoking, blow-lamps, and warm air 
heaters. Make sure that all tradesmen working in 
the house are aware of these rules. 

(g) Ensure that the wind is blowing away from the 
house before lighting bonfires and if possible 
bum rubbish in an enclosed chamber with a 
spark arrestor fitted to the flue outlet. 

(h) Take particular care in the siting of barbecues. 

(i) Ban the use of fireworks in the vicinity of the 
house. 

(j) Come to agreements with neighbours to observe 
items 15.06 c, d, g, h and I. 

(k) Have electrical wiring checked regularly by a 
qualified electrician. Perished or damaged 
wiring is a potential source of fire. 

(1) Seek advice on any specialist provision that 
might be required from local Fire Prevention 
Officer. 

The Fire Prevention Officer may suggest that 
the thatch is sprayed with a fire retardant 
solution or that on re-thatching the thatching 
material be dipped in a fire retardant solution or 
that a barrier foil or fire retardant board be 
inserted betwveen the roof timbers and the 
thatch. Often these can work against the thatch 
in other ways as discussed below, and this should 
be discussed with the Fire Prevention Officer. 

(m) Fire Retardant Sprays. These comprise water- 
based solutions of salts sprayed into the thatch 

using a multi-headed spray lance. This deposits a 
fire retardant material on the surface of the 
thatch. Unfortunately the material is subject to 
weathering-off where exposed to tlie elements 
and therefore fails to give protection to tlie outer 
weather surface. 

(n) Barrier Foil. This comprises a heavy-gauge 
aluminium foil laid over the top of the roof 
timbers, lapped to shed water to tlie eaves. The 
material helps protect tlie house during re- 
thatching or repairs but its main disadvantage is 
the reduced ventilation of the thatch from the 
roof space. This may not be a problem when the 
thatch is reed, wheat reed or long straw but the 
tighter thatches over turf or random thatches are 
not naturally self-ventilating from the exterior 
and need the penetration of air from the interior 
to prevent the tliatch becoming waterlogged or 
at least damp enough to rot. 

(0) Fire-retardent board. The majority of fire 
retardant boards are rigid and reasonably dense 
in texture. The boards therefore restrict 
ventilation in the way described above. Even 
more worrying is the solutions adopted in some 
areas wvhere these boards have been used over 
historical irregular roof structures. In some 
cases, these historic timbers have been ripped 
out to replace them with a regular roof. The 
re~noved timbers may be the most historical 
elements of the whole building and this type of 
change would require full listed building 
consent. 

Manufacturers sliould be encouraged to develop 
a flexible fireproof mat that breathes at the same 
rate as fibrous turf. The method of jointing 
would also be crucial in achieving the necessary 
fire protection. 

(p) Clianging Regulations and Changing Products. 
The majority of materials developed for 
thatching have been developed in England 
where the roofs are generally steeper and the 
weather generally drier than in Scotland. They 
may prove reasonably successful on Cottage 
Orn6, Arts and Crafts buildings and later 
thatches in Central Scotland but they could 
provide detrimental to traditional thatches 
elsewhere in Scotland. The situation is being 
monitored and new regulations are being 
considered. It is important to check on 
changes that may have occurred since the 
date of publication of this guide. 

15.07 Planned Maintenance 

Ensure that the house owner and or occupant is fully 
aware of the maintenance cycle appropriate to the 
type of thatch and that this is carried out at 
appropriate times. 
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15.08 Replacement of Turf 

The traditional sub-strattrm of turf often causes 
Building Control officers to ol~ject to tlie use of 
thatch as it is a source of dirt and dtrst in tile interior 
of the house. A brentllable geotextile mat may 
perform in the same way as the turf sub-strata 11ut 
would prevent dust tlropping into the house interior. 
Similarly a fibrous material like a glass fibre or plastic 
fibre rnat could be developed to replace the turf sub- 
stratum. These mats w o ~ ~ l d  have to be as flexible as 
turf to accornrnodate irregularities in the historic 
structure and ideally sllould pro\ide a degree of fire 
protection. 

15.09 Access to Roof 

It may be necessary to carry out repairs to the 
completed thatch such as the re~noval of moss, filling 
in holes made by birds or vermin, repair of storm 
damage and so on. Then it is essential that a 
sufficiently long single-stage ladder be employed that 
allows the repairer to reach the damaged area 
without exerting point loads on the thatch. The 
ladder must be long enough to stretch from the 
ground to the tlamaged area, \vliicll might be at tlie 
ridge, lying parallel to tlie weather coat of the thatch. 
This demands considerable skill in determining 
where the foot of the ladder should be set, to allow it 
to be lo\irered gently onto the roof pitch without 
undue pressure on the eaves or tlie upper pitch of 
the roof. 

\l7ork of this type is more safely carried out from a 
scaffold or staging, erected to eaves level and using 
the ladder from there. This allows the rise of shorter, 
lighter ladders and reduces the risk of damage to the 
thatch. 

Repairs of this type should be carried out wvhen 
the thatch is slightly damp rather than at the 
end of prolonged periods of wet or dry weather. 
Thatch that is sodden is easily damaged as is 
thatch that is too dry. 



16.0 1 General Principles 

IIistoric Scotlancl's preferred conservation 
policy is to "treat as found" and to rcspcct thc 
individual idiosjncmsies of the design, cletail 
and c11ar:lcter of each individual building. 

Similarly all replacement materials sllould be 
on a "like for like" basis. 

16.02 Replacement Thatching 
Materials 

Tl~atcll  is by its nature a se~ni-permanent material 
sul~ject  to natural tlegratlation ancl therefore to  
eventual renewal. 

111 the past, changing eco~lo~ll ic  circumstances often 
res~rlted in a change of material. One co~npnratively 
recent example is the increasing crop of reeds from 
t h e  Tay reedbetls at a time mhen meclianisetl 
Iian.esting techniques mere making tlie traditional 
strit\v for tl~atching more a11d more clifficult to obtain. 
Tlle result \\.as a c11:unge from stra\\. to reed thatch. 

Tllis is a natural progression and can I)e parallelet1 in 
many parts of Scotland wit11 different materials and 
clifferelit driving forces. So~i le  tllatcl~ers ancl owners 
argue that tliese progressions shoultl be allowed to 
continue. T l~ is  was occasionally accepted in the past 
mainly tllrougl~ ignorance of local thatching 
tecl~nir~lres o r  througl~ pressure applied by incoming 
master tllatclies. 

IIistoric Scotland accepts that a decision of this 
type should remain \\lit11 the local Planning 
Authority for "new-build" roofs but on old 
roofs, particularly those on listccl buildings, 
evcly effort should be made to conservc local 
tecllniqucs, materials and traditions. 

This policy is basetl on the premise that \\dlen a 
thatcl~ed 1)11ilding is "listetl" tlie natural progression 
s11o11ltl cease and the strni\ing tllatching ~iiaterial 
ant1 details sl~ould I)e taken as a   no del ant1 replicated 
w l ~ e n  the roof requires top dressing or  rene\\.al. 

Unfortunately the quality of traditional materials is 
l ~ e i n g  affected by a number of external forces, 
particularly the use of concentrated nitrate fertilisers 
and clianges in the  11usl)andry of the thatch- 
procl~~cing areas. 

More attention needs to l)e given to counteracting 
the effects of nitrate pollution of thatching materials 
ant1 c l~a~lges  in tlie I~usbandry of t l ~ a t c l ~  pro t l~~c ing  
areas. Local Allthorities \\it11 significant n111nl)ers of 
thatcl~ed br~ildings sl~ould make arrangements to 
protect ant1 expand sources of tlie nlaterials 11sed in 
their area. 

To (late, the only s~rccessful man-~natlc replacement 
t l ~ a t c l ~ i ~ l g  material is natrrral plastic extrutled "reed". 
This can b e  applied  sing tratlitional methotls but 
eli~ninates tlte prol)lc~ns of rot a~ l t l  (lamage by 
vermin. \\'hetIier tliis s11011ltl l ~ e  allon~etl as a 
replnce~uent for reed tl~atcli on it listcd builclirig is 
prol)lernatical but there are extreme situations where 
tliis n~igllt I)e considerctl. Listetl builtling consent 
\\'0111(1 I)e esselitial. 

It  is generally recognised that \\hen a reed thatch 
fails, the entire tliatcl~ requires to be stripped and 
renewed. This is not the case n ~ l ~ e n  the reeds are cut 
reeds, driven t l l rol~gl~ an earlier that cl^ into a sub- 
stratum of turf. This and all other t1i:~tches are 
capable of being partly strippe(1 to  retain the sub- 
strata and ~~ntlercoats  of sound thatch under the 
replacenient weather coat. 

16.03 Replacement Ropes and Nets 

Ropes and nets are often sul~ject to even faster 
,I Ion issues degratlation thiur thatcli uncl t l ~ e  conser\.. t '  

are  eIren inore complex. 

Traditioni~l roping systems normally e~nployecl hand- 
inade ropes such as s ~ ~ g a n  ant1 simmons. The  life 
expectancy wvas short, usually less t l ~ a n  five years on a 
roof surfice altl~olrgl~ they may suni\.e for a great 
Inany years under later top dressings of tl~atcli. 

A change of c i rc l~~ns tances  began in the  late 
nineteenth centur); continuing 111ltil the Second 
\\'orltl \\'ar. This involved a move fro111 Iland-made 
ropes to either coir or to discarded fishing gear, 
including both nets ant1 ropes. This gear, altllor~gl~ 
not strong eno11g11 to serve its original puq>ose, lasted 
longer than the handmatle ropes in holding d o n n  t l ~ e  
thatch. T l ~ e  nets \\.ere fine-meshed herring drift-nets 
o r  inshore fishing seine-nets. 

These miiterials are no\\. tlifficult to obtain. Coir is no 
longer i~i iported in vast quantities as stronger 
cheaper fibres have reducetl the clemand. No\v as tlie 
quantity i~nported decreases, the cost increases. 
Sllipments to intli\idnal suppliers are often difficult 
to  track down ant1 often t l ~ e r e  is none available on the 
open  111arket. III areas \\,here this is used for 
tliatcl~ing a regular s~rpply slio111tl be establisl~etl if 
the  current style of thatching is to  b e  maintained. 

T h e  second-hand drift net is 1nuc11 Illore 
proble~natical. These mere trailitionally eupensive to  
~ n a n u f i t c t ~ ~ r e  1)11t the cost was amortized by the fish 
cauglit. T l ~ e  t1isc:~rded net ltatl no ~ilarket value and 
deteriorated quite quickly lying on the roof of the 
house 1)11t \\.as easy to replace. No\\: drift netting by 
large numbers of s~nal l  to medium sized sail boats lias 
been replaced l)y purse seine-netting from an ever 
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17 
SPECIFICATION AND MEASUREMENT 

17.0 1 Purchase of Materials - right way, cut at the right time, and stored correctly. 

Historical He knew how to apply these materials to the job, 
appropriate methods of detailing, methods of 

Establishing the amount of material originally finishing and completing the wvork. He  could also 
purchased for a thatched roof is extremely difficult as advise on maintenance and would be able to forecast 
the meaning of the terminology varies from area to when particular maintenance work might be 
area as does local practice and agreements. necessary. Materials were predictable, the thatcher 

used tried-and-tested procedures and the only 
The length of the material, diameter of the bundle or problems were those posed by poor harvests or 
size of the cart, and the method of charging for a set 

natural disasters. This accepted there was little need 
number of bundles are all subject to variation. Even for formal specifications. 
at a later date, when other weights and measures 
were standardised under the Imperial system Unfortunately in many parts of the country this has 
thatching materials remained outwit11 standard already'cl~anged and even in those areas wvhere 
control. traditional thatching still occurs, change seems 

inevitable. 
The problem was addressed in a chapter on roofing 
materials for farm buildings in 1908. The reporter Conservation and restoration wvork is controlled by 
stated that, in Somerset, halumn (stalks of wheat or architects or conservation officers who may practise 
bean) was sold in bundles 3 feet high by 5 feet 6 in, or administer, a wide geographical area where 
inches circumference and sold by the dozen bundles. there is a range of thatching materials, styles, 
He  went on to say: techniques and finishes. Suppliers of thatching 

materials are seldom specialists and those who are 
''To a new hvelve per 'quare may be hundreds, if not thousands of miles from the 

of loo feet be required - these site Similarly todays thatchers come from a \ ~ d e  
about 5 CLd, and should @ve a coating of range of backgrounds, have learned their craft in 

6 inches tliickness". many different ways and are increasingly being 
Another writer in the same journal says:- expected to price for and produce different styles of 

thatch in areas where they have little knowledge of 
is "lat a ton of straw \rrill 'Over local This makes a full specification an 

five squares." essential element of the contract. 
Assuming that One 'Pre loo '(Iuare feet "le This raises the next problem, the fact that very few 
first 'lrat a ton of tllatcll 'vill 'Over young arcl1itects are taught tile skills of traditional 
400 square feet whilst the second thinks that it will specification writing. ..Traditional.. specification is 
cover 500 square feet. one that does not constantly refer to materials being 

Turning to reeds the same reporter states that reeds in accordance with British Standards and to 

are available in bundles 4-6 feet or 6-9 feet long and handling, storage and practices being in accordance 
that all bundles are tied 18 inches from the stub end, with various Codes of Practice neither of\vhich exists 

The girth of the bundles vary according to the for the wivide range of materials and the variety of 

custom of the groxver or to the locality. He goes on: techniques used in Scottish thatches. This, combined 
with the known decline in the quality of many 

"Reeds are "ld at Per hundred fathom of thatching materials, the poor husbandry applied to 
'0° bunches, sometimes 720 bunches are them and the lack of basic knowledge and skills, 

a hundred, others at per hundred leaves the specification writer with a difficult task. 
(60 bunches)." Realistically this will have to be addressed over a long 

Assuming that they are still referring to the amount period of time as knowledge and e ~ e r i e n c e i s  gained 
that would cover 100 square feet: the first two for each of the wide range of thatching materials, 

statistics refer to the number of bunches required to skills and techniques being considered in a given 

cover the square to a (6 feet) depth: the last region. Like many other conservation issues, national 

statistic to a one foot depth. solutions have been used in the recent past to the 
chagrin of locals and a few knowledgeable museum 
curators who are more aware of regional diversity. 

1 7.02 Specification 
Other countries are facing the same problems. 

Traditionally each thatcher l e d  all t l ~ e  information Unfo*unately there is no easy option, other than to 
required to do his job successfully, the skills being give u p  Regional diversity requires meticulous 
handed do'* from One generation to the next. He observation, recording and research followed by an 
could obtain the correct materials; prepared in the 
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accurate unambiguous specification, and good site 
control. 

In the longer term an improved system for 
instructing trainee thatchers and locally accredited 
certification is required to back up the specification, 
but this is of secondary importance at this stage. 

Tlie ability to write adequate specifications pre- 
supposes a complete knowledge of tliatching froin 
the growing, harvesting, preparation and storage of 
the materials to the application of the materials and 
completion of the roofs. 

It is not feasible to expect busy conservation officers 
to be able to devote tlie amount of time necessary to 
c a r 7  out the research work reqrliretl to allow full 
specifications to be prepared for the tliatches in tlieir 
area; but each specification mould make an excellent 
researcl) project for a trainee consenation officer or 
arcllitect or conltl be a wvortlly topic for a local history 
group, young f:irmers clril), or other grorip wvith 
historical, social, agricultuml or architectuml 
interests. 

The specification should cover every aspect of the 
wvork and should include tlle following where 
appropriate. 

1. Type or types of material required. 

2.  Quantities required or acreage to be sown. (See 
item 17.03) 

3. Family, genus species of plant, and also its 
common name. 

4. Itleal soil contlitions - tliat is - as close as possible 
to conditions when thatclling was wvidespread in 
the particular area. 

5.  Time and method of sowing. 

6. Method of linsbandry. 

7. Location. 

S. Best time for har\esting. 

9. Position in original agriculturul calendar. 

10. Preferred condition of crop at time of llarvest. 

11. hiethod of hanresting. 

12. hiethod of handling. 

13. Dqing (if necessary). 

14. hletliod of storage of ra\v materials. 

15. h.Ia?;imuln/miniin~~in/preferred time in storage. 

16. Special treatments before application to roof. 

19. Tidying site. 

20. Maintenance programme for owners. 

The above list is not intended to be exhaustive brit to 
give guidance as to the range of topics that illay have 
to be addressed for each of the materials used in the 
thatclling, the sub-strata, the surface finislling, gyes 
of restraint, weighting, anchorages and so on. Once 
prepared and used it will possibly require revision to 
eliminate problems. 

A separate specification is required for each tliatcll 
type but only where contractors are being employed. 
Co~n~nunity group thatches and individuals thatclling 
their own property using traditional materials from 
traditional sources and applied using traditional 
techniques can usually be allowed to continue tlieir 
normal practice. Problems are likely to occur only if 
one aspect of the traditional procedure is changed. 
Then careful consideration of the available options 
\\<l1 be necessary to ensure that the thatch continues 
to utilise the same constructional principles as are 
incorporated in the existing thatch. However, it is 
worth considering the preparation of a 
specification whilst the thatching is still a 
community or individual occupant type of 
operation as it will then be available should 
contractors be required to take over the 
thatching in the future. 

17.03 Measurement 

Tile last Standard Method of Measurement of 
Building LVorks to include thatching materials is the 
fifth edition: metric published July 1968. Surveyors 
may wisll to use this as a guide in preparing 
quantities or final measurements for reed, wheat 
reed and long straw tllatches but this document will 
be of little help in preparing measureinents for the 
more rounded forms of thatch described in this 
volume. 

Similarly, traditional methods of measurement such 
as "cartfi~lls" are no longer relevant since the 
traditional standardised carts of each area have given 
way to tractor bogies, floats, trailers, various sizes of 
vans, lorries and so on. 

A volume of material can be calculatetl froin a 
drawing of tlie roof making allowvance for 
compression and settlement of the material prior to 
the final roof profile being achieved but \\it11 tlie 
wide range of materials being used and the various 
forms of thatching adopted it is impossible to link the 
volume of completetl thatch to tlle volume of 
material harvested and the acreage required to 

17. hletliod and sequence of application for each produce tliat material at present. This type of 

material including external restraint, weighting information must be built up through experience of 

and fixed ancl~orages. indivitlr~al tl~atclies in individual situations and be 
pradually added to the specification. See 17.02. 
L, 

18. Finishing off works. 
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17.04 Storage 
Many thatching materials are cut well in advance of 
their application to the roof and the materials must 
be stored until required. The method of storage must 
be appropriate to the material. Each material has 
individual characteristics and methods of storage 
have been developed to keep the materials in the 
best possible condition. 

Storage spaces may be outdoors or indoors, from 
stackyards for cereal crops, through a range of open- 
sided but roofed structures to completely enclosed 
storage sheds. In each case, care must be taken to 
ensure that the thatching material does not 
deteriorate and that it is in the best possible 
condition when applied to the roof. 

Materials such as turf should not be stored but 
should be applied to the roof on the same day as they 
are cut from the sward. Other materials that were 
traditionally applied to the roof immediately after 
harvesting should be treated in the same way when 
they are used today, othenvise they may become 
subject to mildew or other rot. Some materials are 
stored for minimal periods but in specific conditions; 
for example, rushes may be stored under a weighted 
board to flatten the stems and make them easier to 
apply to the roof. 

The most important thing to recognise is the quality 
of the material and to try to follow the programme 
set by traditional thatches in the locality under 
consideration. 

17.05 Delivery 
Ideally thatching materials should be the 
responsibility of the thatcher but, if these are coming 
from a distance and are to be delivered by a carrier 
or other contractor, it is essential to specify exactly 
how they are to be handled, stacked, covered and 
protected whilst in transit. 

The thatcher should be on site during the delivery to 
check the quality and condition of the materials 
before signing the delivery slip. 
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GENERAL 
Thatching tools come in a wide \variety of forms, sizes 
and materials each tailoretl to the needs of the 
indi~idr~al thatcl~er to suit his way of working and the 
type of thatch being for~ned. 

hiost can be made from readily available natural 
materials or are standard agricultural tools. 

The following is n list of basic tools. It shoultl be 
noted that not all of these will be required on any 
single roof. 

Diagram 
showing correcf 
ladder positions 

for steep and 
slack pitched 

roofs. 

PREPARATORY WORK 

18.0 1 Scaffolding or staging 

Scaffolding or staging \\ill be required in every 
instance where the unsupported length of ladder 
wvould exceed current regulations. 

The Ileight of the work platform should be set to 
allow the eaves to be formed and the platform should 
be wide enough to allowv single stage ladders to be 
used as set out in itern 15.08. 

All work platforms of this type must comply with the 
current Health and Safety at \\'ark legislation. 

18.02 Ladders 

The tlintcher sliould have single stage ladders 18.04 Scaffold cords 
capable of stretching from ground or wvork platform 

Required for securing ladders in accordance with 

Diagram showing Health and Safety Regulations. 
correct ladder 

position in relation to 
scaffolding or staging. p 18.05 Knee Pads 

/B Many tllatchers use knee pads for protection. 

18.06 Warning Signs and Flags 

Required when the scaffold, staging or ladders 
impinge on the public highway or into public areas. 
These should comply with all relevant safety 
standards and should include warning lamps if left in 
place overnight. 

to the ridge of the roof for most thatcll types. shorter I 8.07 Spot Board 
ladders may 11e used on random thatches to gain A wooden board placed on the ground and used for 
access to the ridge for forming the upper portion of 

butting thatching materials that are required in 
the thatch and for netting and roping. 

bunches or bottles by the thatcher. 

18.03 Buckets 18.08 Garden Rake 
A \vater bucket is essential on sites \wrliere the thatch A garden rake is useful for tidying the site after the 
requires to be dampened before application. removal of the old thatch or after re-thatching. 
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TURF PARING 

18.09 Flaughter Spade 

The flaughter spade or breast plough used to be a 
standard piece of agricultural equipment. Many 
examples exist in folk museums or on old farms and 
these can be used to obtain a pattern for a blacksmith 
made replacement. 

The flaughter spade is used for paring turf for use as 
a sub-stratum, or for beam filling, wallheads, skews 
and ridges as appropriate. 

The cutting blade is normally curved and slightly 
dished giving the turf a distinctive cross-section. One 
end of the cutting blade is turned up at right angles 
to cut the inner edge of the pared turf. 

Sizes vary considerably depending on the region as 
does the angle of shaft to blade. Some take out wide 
even-shaped turves whilst others remove tapered, 
almost heart or leaf, shaped turves. Each has its own 
sphere of influence. Thatchers on the machair of the 
\Vestern Isles often remove turves that are no more 
than 25mm thick. Others cut turves of lOOmm and 
over. It is important to recognise local tradition, 
obtain the appropriate type flaughter spade and use 
the tool to obtain the correct shape of turf. 

1 8. l 0 Garden Spade 

Common garden spades can sometimes be used to 
obtain smaller quantities of turf. The turves should 
be cut to the correct width then using garden spades 
in tandem and on opposite sides of the turf to be 
removed, cut towards the centre keeping the spades 
at the same angIes (as far as possible) to obtain a 
dished base to the turf. These should be as close as 
possible to the dishing that would be produced using 
a local flaughter spade. 

HANDLING EQUIPMENT 

18.1 I Hay Fork 

Two-pronged hay forks are useful for lifting materials 
for both random and laid on thatches as the roofs are 
normally at a low level and easy to reach from the 
ground. They can also be used to move material 
taken from he roof for disposal. 

Forks make a useful extension to the reach of 
thatchers applying nylon netting by preventing it 
from dragging over the surface of the loose thatch. 

18.12 Yoke 

A yoke is a natt~rally forked branch flexible enough to 
grip a number of yealms or bottles of straw which are 
then carried to the roof and laid there until required 
by the thatcher. A hvine loop at the open end of the 
fork is used to keep the yealms in place. 

Thatches Yoke 

18.13 Reed Bracket 

An L-shaped bracket with a hook to grip a thatching 
batten. The bundles of reeds are then set over this at 
right angles for storage on the roof pitch until 
required by the thatcher. 

Reed Bracket 

18.14 Thraw Crook 

The thraw crook or rope twister is used in the making 
of straw ropes. Basically it takes the form of a hook 
round which the first straws of the rope are twisted 
and a crank or asymmetrical shaft that allows the 
hook to be turned thereby maintaining the twisting 
action as more straw is fed into the rope. 
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Three typical throw- 
crooks. 

a. single crank 

b. "walking stick" 

w e  

The crank can take the form of a single or doubt 18.18 Leather Palm 
offset or can be obtained by bending a pliable ozier 
into a "walking-stick shape and tyng a string across Used to protect the palm of the hand when pushing 

the bent end. The short projection beyond the string home scobs or for hand dressing of reed. 

acts as a hook and the other end is attached to the 
belt of the user. In this wvay it can be operated with a 18. I 9  Legget 
single hand wvliereas the other fonns of crank require 

A flat board or angled bat used for dressing reed or 
the use of both hands simultaneously. 

combed wheat reed. 

These take many shapes and are individual to the 
type of thatching being undertaken. 

They also include a range of smaller "dressers" for 
wworkng in awvkvard corners. 

The most common type used in Scotland is the 
angled legget, similar in shape to the blade of an ice- 
hockey stick but thicker and heavier. These are 
sometimes faced with a zinc sheet tacked round the 
edges of the driving face. Other versions are straight, 

SR like an elongnted butter-pat. 

\ English thatchers have more recently introduced a 
;I legget, square on plan and with the handle rising 

from the back at an angle. Leggets of this type often 
c. double crank have short pieces of copper pipe attached to the 

driving face to increase the grip, others are ribbed or 
studded. 

Three types of 
Scottlsh leggets 

S a. Stroight legget 

DRIVING EQUIPMENT 

18.16 Claw Hammer 

Used for many jobs such as refixing thatching battens 
or for driving home thatching hooks. 

18.1 7 Mallet 

Used for driving home scobs or other forms of rigid 
fixings. 

b. Short angled 

Stroight legget taken 
from marginal sketch 
in Court Roll of 
Manor of Crowle, 

U Lincolnshire - 1364. 
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18.20 Stitching needles 

A long metal, or wooden, tool with an eye at one end 
and usually a handle at the other. Used to carry the 
h i n e  from the thatcher to his assistant in the roof 
space and vice versa. 

There are a number of variations on the style of 
needle with: eyes at either end: the eye in the centre: 
and one curved to form a semi circle or even two- 
thirds of a circle. 

Types of 
stitching needle. 

18.24 Sways 
18.21 Scobs 

Hazel or ~ i l l o ~ v  saplings about 1.5 metres long, held 
A split hazel ozier sharpened at each end and hvisted in place by scobs and used for securing thatch. Can 
in the centre. Used to secure surface rope or stays or be secret or exposed fixing. ~l~~ knoLvn as liggers, 
as part of a secret fixing system. ledgers, rods and runners. 

Typicol scob (hairpin 
type) with cross 
sections of hazel 
wonds showing 
positions for splitting. 

18.22 Tarred Twine 
Used in conjunction wit11 the stitching needle as a 
secret fixing for reed, wheat need, long straw and 
occasionally for other thatches. Made from a mixture 
of sisal and jute and finished with tar. 

18.23 Side Needles 
Used as temporary fixings to keep the lanes in place. 
Can be made of metal or timber. They are usually 
made with handles to allow easy withdrawal and are 
similar to stitching needles but without the eye. 
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Chapter 18 Tools 

CUTTING A N D  TRIMMING 18.29 Easing-heuk (Eaves-hook) 

18.25 Sheep Shears Chiefly used for wheat-reed thatcliing. 

Most thatchers in Scotland use standard sheep- 
\ Easlng heuk 

shears for general purpose cutting and trimming of 
material. 

Sheep Shears 

18.30 Short-handled Knife 

Used for cutting the tops of reed when they protrude 
over the apex of the roof. Often takes the form of a 
scythe blade with a short handle running as a 
continuation of the blade. 

Short-handled knife 

18.26 Wire Cutters or Snips 

Used for cutting \\<re netting or fence wire used to 
form hooks for weigl~ts. 

18.27 Heuks (Hooks) 

The common heuk or sickle is used for cutting 
thatcliing materials and can be used for cleaning 
down the face of finished work. 

Heuk 

18.3 1 Long-handled Knife 

Mainly used for the ewes of long-straw thatch. 

Long-handled 
kn~fe 

18.28 Scob-heuk (Spa~hook) 

Used for splitting and sharpening stobs. 

Scob-heuk 
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18.32 Whetstones 

In a range of textures and used for sl~arpening edged 
tools. 

FINISHING 

18.33 Side Rake 

A long straight or cranked spar wvith wire nails driven 
tlirough one half to form a rake for dressing long- 
strawv work. 

Typical side 
Rakes [ 1 8  / (  1 1  1 1  0 1  1 1  . ,  

U U U U U U U U  
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HISTORIC SCOTLAND 
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SCOTTISH NATURAL HERITAGE 
Battleby 
Redgorton 
PERTH 
pH1 3EW 01738627921 Materials 

HIGHLAND FOLK MUSEUM 
Duke Street 
KINGUSSIE 
pH21 1JG 01 540 661307 Archive 

Scottish Country Life Archive 
NATIONAL MUSEUMS OF SCOTLAND 
York Buildings 
Queen Street 
EDINBURGH 
EH2 1SD 0131 225 7534 Archive 

Country Life Archive 
GLASGOW MUSEUMS and ART GALLERIES 
Kelvingrove 
GLASGOW 
G3 8AG 0141 2219600 Archive 
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Sgoil Lionacliet 
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HS7 5PJ 01 870 602039 Advice, Archive, Grants 
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2 1 
6LOSSARY OF TERMS 

BARGEBOARD - Verge board, COUPLES - Cupples 

An inclined board, at the junction of the gable and The early use of this expression in Scotland refers to 
the roof slope, covering the ends of the roof timbers any pair of inclined rafters or crucks supporting a 
and/or the thatch. roof of a house. More recent usage limits the term to 

the common rafters. 

BERE - Bear 

A kind of barley hardier than the normal type but of 
CROOK 

inferior quality. Ordinary barley has two rows of A hook shaped fixing. 
grain on the ear, bere has four. 

CRUCK 
BOG OAK Pairs of large curved timbers used as the principal 
Any form of wvood preserved in a peat bog. framing of a house. They combine the functions of 

rafters and wall posts. In many parts of Scotland the 

BOTTLE crucks are made up of smaller timbers jointed and 
pegged to provide a continuous support, as described 

A bundle or roll of thatching material. above. 

BRUSHWOOD DRIFTWOOD 

Cut or broken off branches that are flexible enough Any form of wood washed in by the tide. On the west 
to weave between parallel rails. coast of Scotland this included whole trees brought 

over from the Caribbean by the Gulf Stream. 

CABERS - Cabar, Kebber 

Generally used to describe the long straight poles 
EAVES - Easing 

used to span from eaves to ridge over the purlins. The base of the roof slope that sits on, or overhangs, 
The thinnings from young plantations. Thin versions the wall. 
of these are known as UPSTARTS in south-west 
Scotland. FLAG (STONE) 

CANOPY CHIMNEY Hard fine grained sedimentary rock easily split into 
layers or large slabs. 

A large projecting chimney hood used to convey 
smoke slowvly towards the exterior of the house. FLASHINGS 
also be used for "hanging" meat or fish as part of a 
curing process hence the alternative name A strip of i~npenious material used to deflect wvater 
HANGING CHIMNEY or more recently HINGIN' from the junction between a roof covering and 
LUM. another surface (usually vertical). 

CLAMP - Klamp LANES 

A stack of peat or turf. Root crops or other material The working width left between the completed roof 
stored in a stack and covered over with earth, peat or and the ladder when applying the thatch in two to 
turf, sometimes as a form of thatch. three bundle widths from eaves to ridge. 

COlR LUMS 

Rope made from the fibre from the husk of a A Scottish name for a smoke vent, chimney or flue. 
coconut. 

NEEDL1NG.v. 
COTTAGE ORNE 

To interlace ropes on a roof or corn stack to form a 
An artfully rustic building. A product of the restraint for the thatch. 
picturesque cult of the late eighteenth and early In Orkney, the needling also produced a substratum 
nineteenth century. to support the thatch. 
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OSIERS SMOKE HOLE 

Long rod-like twigs (usually~villo\v) used in basketry, The smoke vent in a roof where there is a 
wicker- or wattle-work. chimneyless hearth. 

P O N E  SOLDIER COURSE 

A thin oval strip of green turf measuring about 15 X A row of upright stones, sticks or bricks where the 
5'/> X 11/4 inches. Used in Shetland in the roofing of material forms a repetitive pattern. 
houses or peat stacks. 

Swards of earth, cut very fine, upon the surface of SOLID ROOFED 
\vliicIi grows a sl~ort grass. Used for the sole purpose A roof formed of heaped material often in the form 
of roofing. of a clamp. In solid roofed buildings the heaped 

materials are placed on horizontal joists at ceiling 
RICKS level. 

A stack of hay, straw or similar material, especially 
when covered or thatched for protection from the STACKS 
weather. A large usually conical pile of straw or fodder 

arranged for outdoor storage. 
RlGGlN 
The ridge of a roof and in an extended form, the roof STOOKS 
itself or the materials of which it is constructed. An arrangement of sheaves of corn usually to 

facilitate the initial drying in the field immediately 
SCRAWS after harvesting. 

A thin turf or sod generally used for roofing. 
S U G A N  

SEAMED JOINT A straw or heather rope made using a rope-twister or 
thraw-crook. 

A butt joint with a cover strap of the same material. 

SEAMER (STONE) T H A T C H I N G  BATTENS 

Timber battens laid parallel to the eaves to support 
The cover stone of a butt joint on a flagstone roof. the thatch and provide a base onto which the thatch 

can be stitched or spiked. 
SHEAVES 
A bundle of straw, usually laid lengthwise and bound TREVlS - Trevace 
wit11 straw or bvine. The &visions forming stalls in a byre or stable. 

SHINGLES WATTLE 

A thin oblong piece of wood, laid in overlapping rows Poles interhvined with twigs, reeds or branches used 
to cover the roofs and sides of houses. in the construction of walls and fences. 

SIMMONS - Simmens WEATHERCOAT 
A "pe made grass' rushes Or used That part of the thatch that withstands the impact of 
to thatch On and stacks by being the weather particularly the vibrations set up by tlie 
wveiglited with stones at the eaves. This is not a 

wind. 
normal twisted roDe. nor is it a normal ~ l a i t ,  but a 

L '  

combination of tlie two. Fashioned by hand-twisting 
but using a proportion of the available straw to lock WEATHER FACE 
the twisted section resulting in a stronger rope. The surfnce formed by the ends of thatching material 

exposed to the weather. 
SKEWS 
The edge of a sloping roof at its junction with the 
gable wall. The Scottish expression for verge. 
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